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Reports—Maine Regiments.
Adjutant General, John
L. Hodsdon, for the following abstracts of reports received at his office, from the Maine 2d,
10th, 12th, and 13th Regiments:
The second Regiment reports, June 30th,
present and lit for action, 335; on extra duty,
47; absent, 105; sick,slightly and otherwise,
Abstract

JOHN T. OILMAN,,
JOSEPH B. HALL, I E<utor»I.

published

at No.

82j EXCHANGE STREET,
in FOX BLOCK, by

VOSTEB, GILMAN aud

Cuder tile firm
N.

BALL,

name

of

rF e r m s :
The Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at $6,00 per year in advance.

Hates of Advertising:
Transient Advertisements, $1.00 per square,
for three insertions or lew; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, $1.25 per square; 75 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
$1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, be., under head of Amusements,
$2.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, $1.60 per square for first week,
$1.00 per week after.
Business

Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for one insertion. No charge less than fifty
cents.

I

BLANK

Lboal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine .State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 38 cents per square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad*
ranee.

tr All communications intended for the paper
“Editors qf the Press," and
those of a business character to the Publishers.

should be directed to the
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report of my
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Commissioned

officers preseni for dutv,
siek,
•'
absent sick,
•*
on detached service,
absent with leave,

Total,
Enlisted
**

men
"

present for dutv,
sick,
on extra duty,
absent sick,
detached service,
absent without leave,

long

Directly

greatest care

Total

enlisted,

Plain and

Aggregate,

Hiram

Burnham,

Colonel Com’ngOth Maine Vols.
ZW*We hope
tient.

our

correspondents

will be pa-

We will

give each his turn.
Store Breaking,—The store of Mr.
Andrews was broken ojten last night.

E. H.
The
drawer
was
patent money
taken out and wras
found broken to pieces on the Kilby wharf.—
There was about eighty-seven cents in
change
in it, Ofty cents of winch the
depredators overlooked.. It does not appear that any goods
were

taken.—[Eastport Sentinel.
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SIGN OF THE BIG
Order*

promptly
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dim

FAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER,

Has removed his stock of

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
FicUrf Frames, Fiper Kanzinss Finer Goods, it., it.,

And its

style are equal

to any in the

TO No. <12 EXC HANGE STREET,

City

or

-DEALERS

July 17,1862.

Book-Binding

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

Picture-Framing,
MEDICINES,

STEAM

Commercial Street,

M.

Book and Job

IvTarble

Fox Block,

Their Establishment is furnished with all the ap-

Term* Moderate by the Week ar Day.
Itath, Jnne 23. 1862.
dtf

their assortment of

or

STEAM AND

Fancy Types,

AND

desirable mechanical arrangement has now
use a sufficient length of time to show
that it gives entire satisfaction ami actually is tlie
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring /M department, embracing a little more
of their excelroncies, and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair,’ and vet so recuperative as to bring itself into place with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged ami old.
and all who linger in suffering and weakness.
They
are made of good material warranted
strong and durable, and uot liable to get out of order.

adequate

to do

any work demanded in this State.

THIS
been in

£7" Frog* Served

TESTIMONIALS

Style

Erery Variety,

and Cost.

GAS FITTING,
manuer.

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

$10,000

FIRE

ORNAMENTAL

WtRRFA SPARROW,
M kMIe, car* sf Exekaage SiM

Watch-Maker,

N. It.—AH work txdng promptlv and personattended to, is warranted to give
satisfaction.

BILL-HEADS RELED AND CET IN

We have introduced several of the justlv celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" to otir
sleeping
apartments. We give this spring lw*d bottom a decided preference over any and all o the re we have ever
used. Our guests
of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin & son,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

Billets & Circulars in Every Variety of Type.

THE

NEATEST

MANNER.

Successor to

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES & GLITENED
WHEN DESIRED.

L.

Policies Printed and Bound
Insurance Companies.

GREAT STRING AND

And other

LAW

C LABS

are so comMandrake, Dandelion, kc.,
pounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature in
eradicating disease.

SHUTTLE.

The effect of this medicine is most wonderful—it
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, purify'ing the blood, cleansing it from all humors
and causing it to course through every part of the
body ; restoring the invalid to health aud usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the system, Liver Complaint. that main wheel of so many diseases, Jaundance in its worst forms, all Billions Diseases and
foul stomach, Dyspei»«iu. Costiveuess, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion, Headache, Dizziness. Piles. Heartburn. Weakness. Pains in the side and bowels. Flatuor diseased Livlency. Loss of ap|>etite. and a
er. a disordered Stomach or bad blood, to which all
are more or less subject in
and Summer.
More than 90,000
persons nave been cured bv this
medicine. It is hignly recommended by Physicians
everywhere. Try it and vou will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at only
25 and 8$ ccuts |>er bottle. Orders address^! to

Dispatch.

other kinds of

torpid
Spring

Executed in taste to suit the most fastidious.

Testimonials similar to the above have been retched from the proprietors of the following public

SLOAT

ELIPTIC.

/louses-

l’enobsot
Franklin

Exchange, Bangor.
House, Bangor.
Skowhcgau House, Skowhegan.

W

E D DI N G AND ADDRESS C ARDS

Lewiston House, Lewiston.
House, Winthrop.
Winthrop
Elm worn! House, Waterville.

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House, Vassal boro.
Hallowed House, Hallowed.
China House. China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cushuoc House, Augusta.
Abbott’s School, Farmington.

supplied

Raehnn||r»
BECKETT.
>

Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent's HU).
JullTdCm

Our

Styles

are

unsurpassed.

Every

Machine fnlly Warranted.

8TORER &
A

SHOP

julldtf

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

June 2t}, 1$*52.

Middle

Street,
PORTLAND, Mb.

daw

Oflrr 103

Middle Street.

Edward

HOLDEN. Preiidmt.
Shaw, Secretary.
cod8m

Freeman Whitney. late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland,
WHEREAS
the sixteenth
on

vmy

Jiarcn,

convfj

ru

so

jutuk

ning.oi

Portland. in fee and in mortgage, a certain tract or
of laud, situated iu Portland aforesaid, and
parcel
oouuded as follows, to wit: Beginning on the Westerly line of Hanover Street, tlurtv-nine feet from the
northerly corner of the lot said Whitney purchased
of Robert F. Dyer, by deed dated Nov. 28. 1868—
thence southerly ou the line of .'aid street, thirty-one
feet—and from these two poiuts running westerly,
keeping the even width of thirty-one feet, ninetyeight feet more or Ism. to the land of the Larrabee
heirs, as appears by the records of said deed in the
< uinberland
County Record, in Book 981 page 269:

And whereas the said Jaims K. King, on the third
day of July, 18H2, bv his deed of that date, assigned
and transferred said mortgage and said property to
Eliza L. Whitney of said Portland, as appears bv the
record of said deed, in the Cumberland Record*, in
Book 814 page 82: And whereas, the condition of said
mortgage has been broken. I, Eliza L. Whit nee, assignee of said mortgage, hereby claim a foreclosure
or the same for breach of the condition, according to
the statute iu such case provided.
ELIZA L. WHITNEY.
w3w4
Portland, July 14. 1*3.

CONdSBESS STREET SEMINARY,
FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Miss E. L. Whittier,

Trout & other Fishing Tackle.
A IT V MX SESSION wilt
Guns. Riplks. Kkvoi.vkhs.Cvtlbry and
THE
8th, and Continue 15 weeks.
Spobtino Goods generally.
ALSO,
Prior
July 21st. fall information
usual.
to
aud Stcucii

Principal.

comim-ner

SITUATION on a Farm for a smart, active boy,
13 year* old, who is used to the business.
For further information inquire at
3-6 COM*BESS STREET.
ja!8—2wd

Repairing

V

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

junc21d4m

Warned,

AMD

Tort land,

GEO. C. GOODWIN k CO., Boston.

CUTLER, General Agents.
GO

fllHIS Company continue to insure property on
X terms as favorable as those of any reliable company.
AH policies upon which six premiums have been
paid, are renewed annually free of premium to the
policy holder.

Notiro of l'omi(Hinn‘.

Langley’*

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

DOCUMENTS executed with

Bronze, Colored, and all
Printing,

Company.

SIMMER MEDICINE,

of Sarsaparilla. Wild Cherry, Yellow
Serving-Machines. COMPOSED
Dock. Prick ley Ash. Thoroughwort, Rhubarb.
all of which

j

Mutual Fire Insurance

June 23.

BY THE V8K OP TI1K

MOODY.

eodtf

EMPIRE

dkwtf
P O R T Ia A N D

CHARLES

Dr.

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

Republic Fire Inanrance Company,
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9813,000.

BUY ME AND I LL DO YOU GOOD V9

lor

pleasure

Me.

Health and Strength Secured,

FRAXKLIX C

1 KB 1

Portland,

CORRECTS.Indigestion and Flatulency.
PREVENTS.Liver Complaint*& Bilious Fevers,
RELIEVES.Constipation and Headache,
STR EX(.T H EN S the N ervous System.
lm
July 1, 1HB2.

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

I

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and must sav it far surpasses
anything I had anticipated. My wife who is feeble, has
had no good rest for six months till occupying one of
these beds. She would not
part with it on auv account.
Rev. JOHN A LI.EX.
Farmington, Feb. 28. 18G2.

TITCOMB,

373 Congress Street,
CURES.Dyspepsia,

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

June 23.

Of New York.

APOTHECARY,

Commission Merchants,

ANDREW T. DOLK.

tlllllg

TI.

MOODY,

PORTLAND, Me.

am

|

PREPARED BY-

dtf

AXD WHOLESALE DEALERS IX

Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in
my
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.” ami
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the

j

Office in "Boyd’s Building," opposite Post Offlcs.

GENERAL

BANKCHRCKS, NOTES, AND BILLS OF LADING.

Clam Insurance Co’t:

June 23.

UNION ST.* Portland.

HaVing become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
"Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.” 1 have purchase
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfhllv recommend them to the public.
Waterville, May, 1861.
Dr. N R. BOUTELL.

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and 1 believe it to be
superior to
anvthing of the kind now in use.
Rev. E. HAWES.
Waterville, April 12, 1802.

Merchant,

Portland. June 23. 18d2.

A

First

National Insurance Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9600,000.

Equitable Fire and Marine Ins* Co.,

FLOUR, PRODUCE, PROVISIONS AND GRAIN,

DOLK

following

Of Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought alwsys to be the
4rut omtuleratum in effecting insurance, is hers offered to the public, at the lou'rgt m/n t\f premium
adopted by »>mml and retpontibl* companies.

Brown,

AM* W HOLESALE DEALER IX

speak

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fully merits
my
expectations, and is fully up to your high recommendations. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleeping apartments.
AI STAPLES,
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 10, 18G2.

Manning

Com miss ion

k

of the

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital aud Surplus, 93&0.000.

thorough
Jv23tf

C. D. BKOW A,

Commercial House. Portland. June 16. 1862.
Having introdur^l the •Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" into
my house, after trial. 1 pronounce it to bo
an
easy and healthy bed. I am using several kinds
of spring bod bottoms, but consider the Anderson
fully c<jual if uot better than flu- best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

ivmiuuuuif

PORTLAND. ME.,

Agent

®'*T

:

II8VBAICC

ORrr 74

J. CROSS,
141 Middle Street, • • Portland. Me.

ally

;

they

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
t fT Orders solicited.
j«*30—3m

gx

Order. -£Z

JIarine Insurance Company.

L.

Business Cards of

of the Season

Served op at all hoar..

PAINTER,
Is

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Every Delicacy

by'enclosing

Works 0 Union St., and 233 & 235 For® St.,
PORTLAND, ME.
jnUdtf

SIGN

JOHN

TORT LAND, ME.

#300,000

Retail.

Done in the best

7 MILK STREET.

-■

Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Wholesale

HOUSE^

DIRIGO EATUG
No.

THE

jel a. n s o rsr,

PARTIES.

dtf

Steam

j

Book and

>

exwosinp
inquiry,

PORTLAND, ME.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

BOOK AND *JOB PRINTING!

dtf

CALDERWOOD &
1'ortland, June 2o.

LADIES, and i* the very best

persons'

MANUFACTURER OF

of the I’oktiaxd

proved modern machinery, and

BATH, MAINE.
TI1F. Pity of Bath to one of the heaittiieet
localitie, on the eoaat of Maine—dcligbtlU*
Iv nituated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the tea, and afford, one of the moat
;_
inviting retreat, from the duet and turmoil of oar
large cities.
Ihe Saoa DA HOOK to one of the finest, moat me*
ciow, and beat appointed Hotel, in the State, located
within three minute, walk of the
Depot, steamboat
Landing, post office, t uatem Knew. Ac., being directly in the butaeea centre of the City.
;

IN SURANCE.

Work and

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.

foot of

Soap Stone,

Corner of Pearl aud Federal Sta..

Daily 1’remi
Proprietor*
respectfully Invite attention to their facilitje. for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

desirable stock of llouse-ki*<‘ping Gooils now
store, as above, comprising as it dix-s
nearly every
article usually needed in the Furniture and
Crockery
! Departments.
Being one of the largest stocks in the
Mate, purchasers can liud almost any variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to their differI ent wants.
1 how commencing
;
housekeeping can obtain a coinI
plote outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually
attending a selection of this
kind ; and the subscriber is confident that,
combining
as he does the various branches of
house-furnishing
busineas, he car oiler good* at prie s llmt will not
«kil of proving satisfactory on examination.

near

Free Stone,

Marble,

J. L. W INSLOW, Agent,
The

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
Proprietor,

by

H. TII05IPX0 X,
prepared to receive orders for

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental
Grindstones.

Proprietor.

larly

Work.

Jc23tf

in

stores at

Second F loor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

General Assortment of

ISO Fore Street

J.

j

and Dealer in

with
I^XCFUNIONISTS
Order* solicited.

STREET,

BRACKETT,

TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAY AND FR1DAT.
ITBEWA1E OF IMITATION'S! Neae genuine
and warranted unless purchased directly of 1>k. M.
BROOK TROUT and nil kiedtafUAME
at his REMEDIAL INSTITUTE
FOR SPECIAL
DISEASES. No. 28 Union Street. Providence, It. 1.
Served to order.
IJTTlii* speciality embrace* all di*ca*«* of a private nature (with of MEN and WOMEN, by a regu- ; FINE APPLE LEMONADE.
educated physician of twenty ) ears' practice,
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.
giving his whole attention to them.
'Consultation*
letter or otherwise are strictly
CP
to
confidential, and medicine* will be sent bv Exprcw.
Meal, to Keoulab Boabderr at Reduced Rate*,
aacwa from ohaervatfcm, to all part* of tm United
State*. Also, accomimniation* for LADIES from
open every Suuday from 8 to 1. ami from 2 tot
abroad wishing for a secure and quiet Retreat, with
o'clock.
Je23eittr
good cau* until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollar* are paid to swindling
quack* annually, iu New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. Most of this sum conn*
out of a class of
who are the least able to lose
it, but once paid they can never get it back, and they
HATH MUTUAL
are compelled to suffer the wrong in silence, not dartheming to expose the cheat for fear of
Metres. All this come* from trusting, without
to men who are alike d«*titute of honor, character,
OFFICE UNDER THE SA(.ADAIIOCK HOUSE,
and skill, ami whose only recommendation is their
FRONT SIREET.
own false and extravagant
in praise of
President and Directors of the Bath Mutual
thrmselres.
If. therefore, you would avoid being
Marine
Insurance
Company give notice that fheir
humbugged, take no man's word, no matter what hi*
Capital .-stock amounts to
professions are. but MAKE INQUIRY It will cost
you nothing, and may save you many regrets; for as
advertising physician*, iu nine case* out of ten are
ti•
in 1ru-r:uz any of them, unAnd that
are prepared to make insurance on the
b>>ffti*. there is ii"
less you know who and what they are.
mutual principle, agaiust marine rinks, not
exceeding
one
fy"i)r. M. will send pkkk,
«tamp
in any One Risk.
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASED Or WOMEN,
and on Private Itiseasrs generally; giving moat full
DIRECTOR*
John Patten,
Wm. Drummond. G. E. R. Patten,
information, with the most undoubted referencen and
Oliver Moses,
Sam'l I. Robinson, E. K. Harding,
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
M. F. Gannett, Arthur Sewall,
or medicine of this kind is deserving of axy coxnJ. P. Morse,
J H Mcl^llaii. Lewis Blackmer,
DKXCK WHATEVER.
l>avid Patten,
Jas.
F.
S.
A.
Patten,
J.
C. Jameson.
Houghton.
CE"(inlew bv mail promptly attended to. Write
E. K. HARDING. President.
your address plainly, and direct to Dr. II. X. MathE. C. HIDE. Secretary.
son, a* above.
June 23.
dk w2m
Bath, July 3. 1*2.
d6m

Is

acquainted.
A. II. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

visiting the Islands,
the shortest notice.

Portland, Me.

AND SILVERSMITH.
Also, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland, June23. 184S2.
tf

Printing Office,

No. 82} EXCHANGE

■ ...m«i

PLEASURE

Street.

dtf

Alfred Carr,

I»re.*lv for 4 InSTIV JTr ftos wllifll .11 ntlmr
edit* of the kiln! have fai let! to cure; also that it ia
warranted as represented in erery respect, or the
price wiil be refunded.

Cjjs Manufacturing Jeweler,

SE AVE Y.

Physicians and Families supplied with Medicines and
books. Cases renewed and vials refilled.
.June 24. 1862,
cod6m

of the kind with which 1

23, 1882.

FEMALES.

strength. £10; Half Strength, £5;
Quarter Strength, £3 per bottle.
Ibis medicine Is designed extJU'Kemctnoer!

Me.
j.-23tf

connected

OPEN for Genteel Bonrdera—three miles
from Portland—within thirty rods of the
(icemn—with good opportunitie* for fishiag,
,| a-bathingand water excursion,. A Steam*
Ji er run, from Portland dallv. Experienced
tmen in ettendauc.
je25*8w

1Prices.—Full

Portland.

\VH. IK. II. HATC H,

POWER

For sale at the above store bv

Britannia Ware, Table Cutlery, and Plated Ware,
a

OF MERRILL S WHARF.

HEAD

dtf

141 Middle

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

HENRY M.

Tortland.

jull—d&w3m8

It is put up in bottles of three different strengths with ftill direction*
for usiug, aud seut by express, closely sealed, to all
part* of the country.

Corn, Flour and Grain,

N. A. FOSTER A CO.

Express
oe in

IN

day. Stable

SOUTH SIDE OP PEAK'S ISLAND,

case.

State.

per

Summer Retreat,

remedies of the kind have been tried
iu vain.
£ Stover 2000 BOTTLES have
now been sold without a single failure when takeu as directed, and without the least injury to health in any

ALBERT WEBB A CO,

ca)>acity and facilities for doing work in good

Next door above the British and American
Office, where he will accommodate all who may
want of goods in his line, at
very low prices.

and

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
j.KWlf

j

%*Tenn« SI

house.
Hath, Jane 23,1862.

thing k nown for the purpose, as it
wiH bring on the monthly *i* ks kss
in cases of obstruction, after all other

YORK

S. IV. COLES WORTHY,

386, Washixotoh Sr., Bath.

1

with

celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtue* unknown of anything else of the kind, aud proving
effectual after all other* have faileo,
is designed for both married and

Sugar Refinery,

fcSr~ The office is supplied with _/f,3

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMER.

This

JOIIX B. BKOWX A SOXS,

Exchange Street.

auhacrilier would very reapectfally aniiounce to hi* numerous friend*, and tb«
public generally, that daring the temporary
J_eottMuaorj' *u*peiiBk>n of hia buaineaa ho
haa ftirnfshea this well-known house anew, and la
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon hia eo»>
town, and hope* by *tnct attention to their wanta
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO.
1‘aaaadumkeag, June 23,18G2.
d&wtf

Dr. MATTISUNS INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.

T. R. BURNHAM
June 23.

attended to.

ADAMS, Proprietor.

THE

MIDDLE STREET,

90

left at the counting-room of the Daily Press
and Maine State Press, head of first flight of stairs,

FOR

FLAG.

enaer mt

CENTRAL HOI SK,
E. Cr. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASSADUMKE AG, MAINE.

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY

REMEMBER THE NUMBER.

j-f

PORTLANdTme'

Cnimm,

CHA8. H.
je23~3m

[COrYRIOIIT KErCRKD.]

Broadway.

single

63

China, Crockery & GlassWare,
And

t^*Send stamp for Circular.

is the only Room where either of the Burnham* are interested in the Pity, J. U. P. Burnhaving sold hi* Room and gone to New York,

ENTRANCE--82} EXCHANGE STREET,

HALL L. DAVIS,

diamtoor

Importer

A

on

LET

TERMS MODERATE. FOR BOARD BY WEEK
OR DAY

Infirmary.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

THIS

will be

FURNITURE,

June

promptly

attended to

895

SAJIIEL ADLADI, Jr„

fllHE attention of purchasers is invited to the large
®i*<l

Very respectfully,

Photographic -A.rtist,

••

Near ret

THIS I, the largest Hotel in the
State, no*,
eeiwing all the modern improvement*, and
J- first claw In every appointment.

sanity
cured.

terms.

Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
the various style's of gold papers manufactured, together with a full stock of Satins, mediums and common papers—the largest stock to he found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
every kind iu use at wholesale prices.

Reports as
475; on
duty, 00; absent, 50; sick, slightly and
274.
otherwise,
This regiment is doing severe and arduous
duty at Ship Island and the islands along the
coast of the Mississippi.
The cases of sickness reported are in most instances
slight.

F^or,

BURNHAM,

90 MIDDLE SRREET.
Will be

IV—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendjul I—3m

by

d3ra

In the eity.

Preble Street,.

locally,

ME.

23.

T. R.

Job Work,

Fancy

from the best For-

Houses, and embraces every article needed for public offices, Counting House's and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

13th R ecu went,
present and tit for duty,

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.
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American
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Fourth

be found in any other establishment in the
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Passes.
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Magnetic Telegraph Office,

the

over

Our stock of

eign and

THOM. LYNCH.

Half Way Down Willow Street,

Story, where all varieties of

prices,
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expedition
Passes,
captured batteries of six 32pounder guns, and destroyed the bridges at the
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26
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"
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Sltaated

f>R. HUGHES,
Middle, l'ortland.

of

bis attention to
a certain class.
During his practice be
has treated thousands of cases, aud in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temple street. Charges moderate, aud a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
Ilis remedies cure dixetKc
when all other remedies fail: cures without
dieting,
or restriction in the habits of
thepatieut; cures without tin* disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies: cures new case* in a fc-w hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effect* of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank aud poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
can l»e caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in vouth.
the effects of which are pam and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and
permanently

WILLIAM CAPEX,

order,

enabled to offer to the trade and

bargains

BARKER,

mo,,t <*'ntr*l Horn*
I^rKmtf
Railroad* and steamboats.

PREBLE HOUSE,

a

jc23dtf

PROPRIETOR,

tr"",lJ1,ll'wmD CARRIAGES TO

GJ-rocers, PRIVATE
for
number of years confined
disease* of

Widgery’* Wharf,)

PELEG

to

Established fttr the. treatment qf those diseases in
Itttfh seres, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and
deliew•;/.
CONSULTATIONS —Dr. Hughes has

Portland* Me.
LYNCn.

JOHN

a

1

DR. HUGHES’

MERCHANTS,

head of

corner

Eclectic medical

LYNCH & CO*

COMMISSION

PRESS,

FOX BLOCK,

customers better

N.

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.,

State.

this detachment
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Casco Bank,

a

I, wounded slightly in foot.

•*

over

Eslnblished in 1825,

our

-DEALER IS••

from the office

the office of the

jjffil °- M- SHAW,

own sex.
ance.

AND-

WAREHOUSE !

we are

by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street,

Gnssettings,

j. o. TUKEY.
PORTLAND, ME.
jt‘30—3m d A w

(Opposite

of every variety of style and finish.

—

Elastic

'^T’holesale

PAPER-HANGING

experience,

IMPORTERS OF

JOHN

—AND—

slightly

elbow broken,
slightly in wrist.
in head.
mortally, iu chest, since

CUSHINGj

53
Has been removed

|

since died.
li- W. Band, H.
ti. B. Steward. H,
J. M. Uoliuin, H,
Sergt.E. M. Ketch,
died.
Sergt A. P. McKenuey,
C. P. Brown, I,
J. B. Scribner, I,
Thomas Brooks, K,
E. llunueman, K,

Sr

FOSTER

dtf

on

tcisltn

HOUSE,

BANGOR, ME.,

especial

FINDINGS,
MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,
ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
50 Union, four doors from Middle
Street,
c. h. breed.

Varney.

•*

—

Establishment

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

Books

their
accommodation.
Dr. II.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific »nd
certain of
relief
in
a
short
time.
producing
LADIEs will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,

IN

AND

EXCHANGE ST.

Premium Blank

DEALERS

Lasting*, Serges,

Portland, June 23.1862.

COM M UN IC AT I ON 8.

extra

PRINTING

B A AT G O It

a

BREED & TUKEY,

BAILEY *. NOYES,
66 and 68

to

Mont Desirable Pattern.

the

Infirmary.
theTadies.

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need
medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
Clothiers, 6DR.
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for

Portland, June 23, 1862.

Letter, note, Cap and Record papers, Envelopes—
white and buff, Gold Fens, Steel Pens, &c., Ac. Every article at lowest rates. Wk Buy for Cash and
Sell Cheap.

~

Uray, A, wounded slightly in foot.
L. It. Earrabec, A,
in head.
"
E. C. Merrill, A,
iu leg.
E. A. Sylvester, B,
li. B. Chandler, C,
in head.
seriously
"
D. Nagle, C,
fn head, since
died.
E. 8. Hayward, C, wounded slightly In wrist.
W. McDonald, D,
seriously in head.
It. Woodman, I), missing.
John Stobbs, D,
Bilas E. Page, E, killed.
T. I. Dudley, E. wounded slightly.
•'
U. M. Knights, E,
H. P. Moore, li,
inarm
C. B. Mitcheil, it,
seriously, leg shot away;

Of

HOTELS.

Eclectic tledical

FURNISHING GOODS,

GENTS’

STATIONERY.

1

U. C.

BOOK

-AMD—

We make to order cverv kind of Blank Book useH
Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Countiug Houses.

MEDICAL._

Temple Street,

of

corner

AND

by Bituks,

tis killed in action. W. B. Welch tlied of disease. I. E. Trafton missing in action.
evening.
Co. G. Privates Gannett B. Dinsuiore killed
or Job Printing of every description executed I in action, G. C. Robbins wounded and
missing,
with dispatch; aud all business pertaining to the ofChits. H. Ellison, W. A. Ilarnden, Augustus
fice or pa|>er promptly transacted on application as
Geo.
A.
in
Hines,
Dunham, missing
action.
above.
Co. II. Privates Stephen R. Crosby and B.
B. Murray discharged. G. C. Martin died of
wounds, Samuel Warren tlied of disease, John
B. 1 ork, W. H. Brackett, Win. Stevens and
Paul Burton, C. W. Doble, missing in action,
Fred W. Wing deserted.
Co. I. Private Daniel. C. Hathorn died of
Maine Sixth—Official Report.
disease, Michael Cornett, Jere. Cochran, John
The following is the report of Col. Burnhnm, Collins, Michael
Hagan. Michael Kenney,Richof the “Maine Sixth,” to the Adjutant General
ard Kelleher, James Stone, (since reported to
have
died
at
this
State:
of
Richmond.) Thomas Stokes and
Daniel Wheeler missing in action.
6th
Me.
Headquarters
Yolr., 1
Co. K. Sergts. Danl. Staples and James BurCamp No. 22. Ill the Held, July 10. )
lingham prisoners; Privates Stephen Frye
John L. Hodsdon, Adjutant General:
prisoner, Byron Lowell wounded and prisoner,
Sir: I beg leave to submit the following reC. S. Colby killed in action; Hospital Steward
I>ort of the part my command took in the acD. W. Edgcrly prisoner.
tion of the night of tile 27th of June, near
For report of the 0th Regiment, see Col. BunGarnett's House, Va. At an early hour in the
ham report.
morning of that day, I was directed to proTenth Regiment Maine Yols. report as presceed, with my regiment, to the front, near the
ent June 30th, and tit for
duty, 003; on extra
a
line,
where
was
enworking party
pickets'
duty, 6; absent, 82; sick, slightly anil otheran
entrenchment.
Arrivgaged, throwing up
wise. 58.
ing on the ground, I was ordered, with my regDeceased (luring the month of June: Co.
iment, to take up a position a short distance in
C, Private Joint Goodhue; Co. K, Sergt. Franthe rear of the earthworks, on the right, near
cis II. Pratt; Co. I), Private Oscar Beau.
a piece of woods.
In front of the earthwork
Discharged in June: Co. B, Privates Levi
was a large level Held, at the up|>er end of
Gammon. Bradbury Emerson, Thos. II. Sawthe
which
enemy had planted his batteries. A
yer; Co. E, Joseph Benson, Benj. F„ Harmon,
short distance in the rear of our position was a
Charles II. Malison,Charles R. Green.
on
the
side
of
which a
deep ravine,
opposite
Co. F. Wagoner, Isaac K. Knowlton, Pribattery of heavy siege guns had beeu placed.
vates Alfred Roberts, Geo. W. Johnson, Obed
\\r
i\.
masked from the enemy* view by a belt of
tree*. About 9 o’clock A. M. the enemy apCo. G. 1st Sergt. J. Frank Roger*.
peared in force, on the left of onr position, a*
Co. II. Corp. Aug. White; Privates
If preparing for an attack.
Upon this, the us Reed. Gilman Rice, Thos. Wyman. Adolphworking party, and all the force supporting it,
Co. I. Privates Ambrose Foss. Dudley Deexcept tile 1st Brigade, of which my regiment
land, Jr., Chas. Littlefield. Isaac Shannon,
forms a part, was withdrawn to the other side
Chas. II.
Foster M. Haskell; Wagonof the ravine. My regiment, with the rest of er ErastusRoberts,
Bodge; Corpl. James L. Fellows.
the Brigade, was posted on the edge of the
Deserters. Co. D. Privates Joseph Crane
wood* before mentioned, on the right, with orand Henry Randall, absent since May
30th,
ders to hold our position at all hazards. At
John Marshall, since May 28th, Thos. I. Buck,
10 o’clock A. M. the enemy opened lire from
since June loth; Co. II. Jeff. L. Coburn and
his artillery, directed principally at ihe woods
Augustus M. Vickery, since May 25th.
where we lay, and at the heavy battery, which
Private William A. Hamilton, Co. C, before
had, in the meantime, been unmasked, bv fell- I reported
missing in action, is now known to
the
Uees
In
front.
This
ing
battery immedi- have died of wounds near Winchester.
it*
Are
over
ately replied, throwing
directly
Privates Andrew J. Walton and Solomon S.
our heads, and, after an hour's rapid tiring,
Kenney, Co. E, before
missing in accompletely silenced the enemy's guns, and tion, are known to havereported
been killed May 25.
forced them to retire out of range. During
The following men, before re|K>rted
this artillery duel 1 lost two men killed, and
missing
one wounded.
My loss would have been much in action, have returned to duty or been pagreater if the men had not been protected roled :
greatly by the conformation of the ground.—
Co. A—Corp. Henry X. .Shaw, paroled and
After this all was quiet, until near sunset, when
furloughed; Privates Chas. Sutherland and W.
the enemy again opened his batteries, and
O. Sargent, returned to duty from
missing.
commenced shelling furiously; but, as before,
Co. B—Priv. Chas. F. Allen, paroled.
the superiority and accuracy of our guns, soon
Returned to duty from
compelled them to desist and retire. In the
minting.—Co. B—
Privs. Alex. Johnson, Oliver F.
front was a narrow strip of wheat-field, slightCo.
C.—Privates John N. Willey, Louis Elly elevated in the center, which separated the
woods where we lay. from a similar piece on
bridge, Win. P. Hamilton, Win. T. Keys, John
Nado, James Smith.
the opposite side. This Held was perhaps one
Co. E—Priv. David F. Hodsdon.
hundred yards wide. It was quite dark in the
Co. F—Sergt. Joseph S. Merrill, Private Anwoods when a few shots from the enemy, foldrew Jackson.
lowed by a volley along our whole line, bro’t
Co. G—Priv. Alpheus Fuller.
every one to his (feet. The attack, although
ParoUed.—Co. C—Privates Charles Burnexpected,came very suddenly, but did not tind
us unprejiared.
The tire was instantly reham, Thos. M. Clendenuing, M. Geary, A. D.
turned, and with effect, as afterwards ascer- '• Newbold.
tained. The enemy advanced a short distance
Co. 1)—Drummer John Erwin; Privates
from tlie woods, anil after nearly an hour's railAlexander Sebastian. Charles W. Hammond.
id exchange of fire, silently withdrew. This
Co. F—Private Frank J. Savage.
was a singular combat iu
many respects. No
Hospital Steward Geo. E. Noreross.
could
be
seen, and their presence was
enemy
12th Reoimekt.
manifested only by the flash and roar of their
and lit for duty, 527; on
Reported
present
and
the
of
their
as
gluts,
by
whistling
bullets,
extra duty, 22; absent, 200, rick,
or
they tore through the trees over our heads.— otherwise,
110.
My men, duridg the short time they were engaged, expended, on an average, tifty rouuds j The condition of this regiment is healthy,
of ammunition. Many of the guns became
gnd the regiment is gaining, by frequent enuseless by means of foulness. In consequence
listments of tile Union men of New Orleans.
of this, and want of ammunition, we were reOn June 15, five com|ianies of the regiment
lieved by other troops, and arrived in camp
went on an expedition to the Passes of Manabout 1 o'clock A. M., on the morning of the
28th.
che and other point* in the vicinity, and reThe following is a list of casualties during
turned on the 10th. There were no casualties.
the engagement:
and while nt the
During the

(‘apt.

Middle,

Fashionable
THE

N0- 27

TUCREB & WEBSTER,
109

Cash, Record, Dockets, L Iters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Kooks.

53

24, 1802.

BUSINESS CARDS.

REMOVAL!

Journals, Lodgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,

Co. F. Corporal Robert L. Alkins killed in
action; Privates, John Coy discharged for disability. Isaac Berry died of wounds, S. V. Cur-

a

ACCOUNT BOOKS!

BAILEY

missing.

£F~The Portland Daily and Maine .State
Press Office, in Fox Block, Np. 82) Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morniug to 9 iu the

PRINTING._

Manufactured and for Sale by

78.
The following is a list of the killed, wounded missing, Ac., for the month of June.
Lt. Col. George Varney missing in action of
June 27. Adjutant L. P. Mudgett, (wounded.)
Assistant Surgeon A. I). Palmer, Lieut. George
E. Brown, Co. B. (severely wounded.)
Capt.
Levi Emerson, Co. E. (mortally wounded.) all
missing in action of J une 27.
Co. A, Privates, Peter Carney, X. B. Doe,
A. H. Godfrey, John C. Blagdon. Morris D.
Condon, W. D. Waterhouse, all missing in action.
Co. B, Privates, Crawford S. Ellis and Joel
L. Thorns, died from wounds: A. G. Ames,
Joseph Grindle, John X. Grindle, and Corporals John H. Tibbetts anil Westley A. Brown,
missing in action.
Co. C, Privates, Simon F. Hunt, ilied from
wounds; Samuel O. Lowell and Moses W.
Lombard, deserted; Henry A. Harlow, Henry
G. Reynolds, Win. II. Jones, Reuben H.
Glover, missing in action.
Co. D. Private Alvin H. House, missing in
action.
Co. E. Sergts. James L. Rowe, died from
wounds and Edward L. Sterling, wounded and
missing; Corporal G. W. Pratt.deserted: Privates II, S. Prescott, died from wounds. Elilen
A. Keen, deserted. R. S. Atherton, J. R. Cunningham. J. Leonard, Thus. R. Wyman, John
Walker, (J. A. York,missingiuaction; Jed'ersoii Pickard, John J.
Randall, wounded and

FOSTER & CO.

A.

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

We are indebted to

JULY

>

June

23.

Cutting attended
Ci.L. BAILEY,
42 EXCHANGE STREET.
as

eodtf

to

can

S*pt.

be obtained

of the Principal. 341*
Hours from
ongress Street
8 to 1 o'clock, except Saturday s. After that time application itav be made at 40 State Street.
2awl0w
<4
Portland, June 23, 1882.
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and those may be transmitted through the
mails w ithout payment of postage, the Superintendent being authorized by law to receive

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

and forward all such matter/cee, if addressed

Thursday Morning, July 24, 1862.
REPUBLICAN
FOB

by the “Commissioner of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C.
We are glad to observe that, in the midst of

to or

NOMINATIONS.

their grave duties, having reference to the
pending rebellion, our Senators and Repre-

GOVERNOR,

Congress, have not lost sight of
justly due to the great class for whose
welfare this act lias been provided: and we
take pleasure in directing the attention of our
numerous readers to the fact that the provisions of the bill creating this department are so
ample that a vast amount of substantial good
| must result from this highly progressive ineasentatives in

ABNER COBURN,

what is

OF SKOWI1EGAN.
For Representatives to Congress,
Third District.JAMES G. BI.AINE, of Augusta.
fifth District. .FREDERIC A. 1'IKE, of Calais.
For

|

of reform.

sure

hilaration

ex-

If'est

il iac more of the Norwich line—Their excellent steamers and abundant suppers—
The feeling in business circles touching the
xcai—Santa Anna’s saddle, <tc.

York, July 22, 1802.
Joining the exodus of the Congress from
Washington, I have thus far proceeded into
For Registers of Deeds,
the bowel* of the land without impediment.
Aroostook. ...LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
One tiling to marvel at in New York is the
J. o. A. BARTON, Southern District.
\ great npmber of flagstatls. A llagstuil projects
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.
; from
every hotel, every public building, most
j of the famous stores, and from many of the priThe New Agricultural Department.
vate dwelllnsg. It would be a safe guess that
Among the important measures passed by
there are ten thousand flagstatfs on the houses
was
the
session
at
its
just closed,
Congress
and
stores iu this city, with flags to decorate
Act establishing the new “Department of Agthem, and halliards to work them. On gay and
riculture,” at Washington.
festive occasions, these flags come forth. How
President Lincoln, in his first annual Mesa victory would bring them out now!
Let us
sage, recommended the establishment of an
have Richmond, and New York shall spread
and
for
this
Bureau
great
interest,
independent
three hundred thousand yards of hunting to
the Secretary of the Interior, in his first Rethe breeze, and as the flags went up, stocks
a Departsuch
of
the
maintenance
urged
port
would go up with them.
The air of activity which New York wears,
forever exhilarates one entering the town. I

managed as a subordinate branch, controlled by the Patent Office, and in charge of
a clerk, only; by the passage of the late act of
Congress, an entire new Department is authorized, and Hon. Isaac Newton, of Pennsylvania,
has been appointed comissioner, and chief executive officer, by the President,
Mr. Newton brings to his high position peculiar talents for this place. His practical and
thorough acquaintance with the agricultural

do not believe that
or new

lias

a

street

any city of the old world
in all respects tile equal of

Broadway—the intermingling of business and
pleasure, of toil and fashion, the rich dresses,
the crowds of gaily painted omnibuses, the
throng of well-clad men, hurrying to engagements or leisurely sightseeing, the attractive
shop windows, the line fronts of freestone and
marble—all these accompany you in your walk
of two miles, from the Bowling Green to Union

and interests of the country, and his
enlarged experience in matters pertaining to

wants

Square. No

New York who does

one comes to

not

visit its

the

electricity

principal street, and none walks
in that who is not smitten with some share of

important subject, render his acceptance
of the appointment especially fortunate to the
Administration, while it proves highly satisfactory on all sides, to the great community of
American farmers and horticulturists, who
will be beneflttcd by this long needed and important auxiliary of the national governmeiiL
Richard C. McCormick, Esq., of New York,

business, the traveller
may behold in New York places more remarkable than Broadway. One of these is West
street, which is upon the margin of the Hud-

nas own oeiwuru

son

this

ims

the North river, as It is almost
invariable called by New Yorkers. Here at

orparir

under the

river,

drays

and

day the way is thronged with
carriages, through which in seasons

of this Bureau, affords ample guarantee of valuable and efficient aid in that direction. Mr.

of brisk business it is sometimes diflicult to
find passage. In the afternoon it is more es-

McCormick has been for many years enthusi-

pecially crowded. Upon

astic in his devotion to

laud their passengers from the South, West,
East and North. Each day at five o'clock, in

and

stock-breeding,
general agricultural matters. He has travelled widely in Europe, as well as in his own
country, and is a “progressive man,” in the

the

hotels, bringing their passengers, join in
throng of vehicles, and add sensibly to the
chances of shortening the lives of luckless pedestrians crossing the way. The lxiats of the
great ferry at Jersey City, over which the
Southern travel passes, the Albany boats, the
Newark boats, the Amboy boats, and scores of
others, receive their passengers within a few

busily occupied in organizing
his Department at Washington. The object
of the New Agricultural Bureau, we understand, will be to simplify and present, in acceptable forms to the country, such reports relating to agriculture, commerce, and manufactures, probably, as from time to time can be
gathered and arranged—to collate statistical
information upon these subjects—to gather
clerk—is now

blocks of each other

regarding the nature of soils, ami their
adaptation to the various crops—and. in the
language of the act establishing this Department—“to acquire and diffuse among the ](Tuple ofthe United States, useful information on
subjects connected with agriculture,” (especially) “in the most general and comprehensments

of the word, and to procure, propagate, and distribute among the people, new
and valuable seeds, plants,” etc.
sense

The commissioner is directed to

acquire

and

on

West street.

The

to

the conductor to have

the

junction

New York should remember this line.

mem

commanded

in his

suppers

occa-

ilantly conducted Bureau of this character,controlled and directed by an efficient and competent head, will come to la- appreciated, in a
very brief space of time; and it is the design
of the present Commissioner, aided by able
subordinates,
department a
lasting and valuable institution, which will
legitimately commend itself to the best good
wishes of the Government and the people of
make the new

the country.
Tha farming and

producing interests of the !
United States, beyond <iuestion, is the prime
foundation of all other interests, as well as the
first grand source of the nation's prosperity.
“The cultivation of the earth was the first duty
assigned to man—and when its culture shall
have reached its highest point of perfection,
under the guidance of science, art, and skill, j
man may hope to find the whole earth transj
formed into the beautiful garden that he left.
in the olden time.”
it is

the

pleasure of
liberally

care

as

are

gentlemen, it will la- recollected,
persuaded by tlie soldiers,
then encamped here, to erect, or to allow them
to erect, Union Hags over their premises. You
Two of these
were

our

for !

important Interest; and, to this end, the j
new Department is now being organized—hav- i
ing prominently in view as its object the con- I
slant advancement of tlie interests of agricul- j
this

ture throughout the country. It is desirable ;
that an earnest co-operation shall be enlisted
of those for whose benefit its manager, under

fostering smiles of the Government,devotes I
his time, his energies, and ills talents, in order
that “the greatest good to the greatest lium-

the

j

ber,” may be realized, so far as the efforts of
this Department may be concerned. Commu- j
nications therefore, embracing facts as to tlie !
results of agricultural, horticultural, or floral
|
experiments—having reference to improvements and economy in stock-breeding—the !
production of wool, or the nature and improvement of soils—regarding tlie culture of fruitj
trees, vines, plants, and kindred subjects, will j
be thankfully received at the
Departmei^; j

last summer

will observe that tlie caucus was rather small
numliers, but they probably thought, in the

in

Virgil D. Parris, at a similar caucus
held recently at Paris Hill, that lie few gentlemen hare got to sate the country.”
words of

It is understood that Dr. Hill declines to act
ol the

delegates, ami it is not suprising
was formerly so consistent ami
zealous a Whig of tlie Henry Clay school, as
was Dr. Hill, should not feel quite willing to
la’ publicly identified with Danaism, or with
any other “ism" savoring of aught hut tlie most
fervent ami elevated patriotism. After adjournment, the caucus was conveyed from tlie
hall in a one-horse wagon. And why not? It
was probably a one-horse caucus.
The gallant behavior of the Maine troops,
one

os

that

one

who

Rii.lii»„»jl

Cnllf

a.I..1.K.1....1 .IX,. !„ *i,—

my and at home. Not a Maine officer deserted
his post or shrank from danger; not a Maine
soldier had the remotest idea of “skedaddling.”
The brave conduct of the Third
has

already liceii

well

as

Regiment

as

alluded to iu your columns,
that of other Maine regiments. A/t-

ropo*: Col. Mason, who was in too feeble
health to take command in person, speaks iu
the highest terms of praise of the conduct of
the veteran 7th. and commends particularly

coolness, judgment, determination, and
high soldierly (qualities displayed by Lt. Col.
Conner, commanding,and Miyor Hyde, during
that week of battles. This regiment fought
the enemy as “rear guard" for four days in
the

succession.
No better

proof need la1 adduced of

the proper authorities for permission to recruit in Maine for their commands, in order, as
to

they confess,

to procure better material than
is obtained elsewhere. One commander of a

Its two

choice cot ps,

of

a

profession.

McGowan, formerly
same

boat.

Such

given on those boats (price 50
eqnailed in the world, in the
and the variety of the viands. Or-

are

not

an

effort

to

obtain

These fifty men
undoubtedly enlisted in some other State, as
have a great many others. Probably nearly
Maine men enough to make two entire regiments, at least, have thus enlisted in other
more

States.

the

same

sort.

This is wrong, for several reasons.—

such, gets no
credit directly for their services; but, on the
contrary, honors are conferred on some other
States on account of their brave conduct. In
as

the next

place, such men cannot avail themselves of the generous provision made for those
who enlist iu Maine regiments; and,again,the
chances for

promotion

Thut those Maine
tented
the

men

are

who have enlisted iu

raised

by other States are disconand dissatisfied, is sufficiently proved
numerous and urgent applications to

another State.

Let

us

have all the Maine

soldiers iu Maine

regiments, that the reputation they unitedly achieve may redound directly to the honor of “The Sunrise State.”
by Governor Washburn
from Gen. McClellan, dated July 15th, the latter earnestly enforces the consideration that
In

a

letter received

ORIGINAL AND

mer-

The promotion has been well won,
and his numerous friends will be glad to hear
of it.

Z 8"'

Augusta,
held in Meonian Hall, Tuesday evening, over
which Mayor Caldwell presided, it was voted
to advise the city government to
give a bounty
of one hundred dollars independent of the
bounty by the State.
At the close ot this meeting, the jieople assembled in front of the Stanley House, where
the Sixteenth Regiment was drawn up. The
street was crowded; the balconies and windows
within hearing were tilled w ith ladies.
Gov. Washburn then addressed the crowd,
in his usual happy and patriotic strain, urging
upon the people the urgent necessity of the
times, calling upon them to rally to the defence
of the stars aud stripes. The Governor was
severe upon treason and its sympathizers.
The Governor was followed by Gen. Howard. who was received with a perfect storm of
applause. He was terribly severe upon Northern secession sympathizers, and said he had
heard no expressions of treason since he left
Washington, until his ears were pained by
hearing it in the capital of Maine,the beautiful
city of Augusta. It is too true that there are
a few miserable, contemptible sneaks in Augusta. who would be sent to Fort Warren if they
were not beneath notice, but the people of Augusta are loyal, and will respond promptly to
the call of the government.

The General

the draft would lie resisted

few

then

Washburn.

Gorham.—The town of Gorham

Augusta is awake,
ready in a few days.

and her quota will be

afternoon, voted

Coming Dow n Stairs.
Mii. Editor:—Since that eventful occasion
which “The

on

King

of

France,

j

j

with twenty

thousand men, marched tip the hill and then
marched rtotrn again,” there probably has not
been exhibited so remarkable a case of

getting
v uv

down stairs

as

was

j

000,
her

Iterating
wealthy citizens,

the

their meanness, was

in

city

witnessed ill the

yesterday

to each

new

of Portland and

traitors in that town, and it is high time it

was

We hope “Skirmisher's” letter in this

boots, by a lama tide challenge to cover a paltry $9000! When the challenge was made his
friends and admirers prepared to cheer at his

paper, will be carefully read. The extracts,
from Gen. McClellan's letter to Gov. Wash-

prompt acceptance; but when he flaxed out
they gave “nary a cheer,” but inwardly ex-

longer

a

burn touch

Warehouse (foods

under the New Tariff.

Washburn will

all

loyal

men.

of Muine’s

see

that

stopper is put upon

a

all other towns heard from in the State.
report of procwdings. for yesterday, at
Broker* Board, Boston, ha* been received.

NIAKR1ED.
In Enfield 20th

Inst, Mr Alfred L Crooker to Mis*
Atheline Hathorn, both of E.
In Thomastou. ( apt Samuel C Jordan to Lizzie F
Kandlett, both of T.
In Saco 14th inst, ('apt Amos C Leavitt to Mis*

Marianna Grant, both of S.
In Biddeford 13th inst, Mr German Lyon*, of Litchfield NH, to Miss Mary E Waterman, of Lincoln ville.

DIED.
In this city 23d inst, Mr* Elizabeth, widow of the
laU- Lemuel Dyer, Esq, aged 76.
£8r"Fnneral at her late residence,No 56 Free street,

It is said that there

were

for their labor aud

generally obtain

iu

tW' It >* stated by correspondent* at the London exhibition, that the United States will carry off more premiums in proportion to the articles exhibited, than any other nation.

Fitch, late senator from Indileading a brigade at Su Charles, in
Arkansas, has just hung two rebels, in pursuance of pledges to do so in case of the murder
General

ana. now

of any of his men. The tirst engineer of the
Lexington was shot while sitting at a port-hole.
General Fitch immediately took two of the
citizens of St. Charles and hung them in a
public place in the town.
The

appointment of Gen. Halleck is
of action—an earnest of success.
never met with a reverse.
Look out

significant

required to advance. Thire can be no excuse
long standing still. The people are justly
impatient and call for a forward march.

He has

forward movement, with no more prepardefense; but otfcusirc preparations
that will drive rebeldoin into the “last ditch.”
“Old Brains” is not a man to stand still.
for

a

ations for

PAPERS.

Premature Report*—Hebei Force at Richmond— Jaekeon opponiny Pope
llallcck

Collision.—The Heather Bell aud Anna
Augusta were iu collision on the Hiver yesterday. and the latter was so badly injured that
she could not take her place on the route to-

—

Camman<lcr-in-Chief-—From StImouri.
New York, July 23.
The Tribune’s Washington dispatch says

«K»V

j

Bristol.
BATH.

_

Shetland Pony.
SALE, by the subscriber,
h.nrl-ome buy
P*>R
JL
pony, seven yeurs old, weighs .bout 400 pounds,
kind in .11

Liverpool

or
TO A&KIVB.

Liverpool.Ouebec.luly

Asia.Liverpool.New York..July
York
York.

July

Etna.Liverpool.New
.July
Australasian.Liverpool.New York..July
Eastern.New York. Liverpool

July

York.New York. Bremen.Aug

Boston for

Where, for thirty days, may be found

Kilt t!i».

assort-

an

ment of

Hardware, Cutlery, Glass, Ac.,

Liverpool—

All of which must be sold, to close up the
before Sept. 1.

MINIATURE ALMANAC—Thursday, July 24.
Sun rises, morn.4 40 I length of days.14 52
Sun sets, eve.7 32 | Moon rises.
.2 2d
High Water, morn. 9 00

MAIUNK

COST !

—

MIDDLE STREET,

109

PASSENGERS.
from

AT

-is at

——^^——■—■——■—

steamship Kuropa.

dim

HARDWARE

26
2

master.
ST GEORGE NB. Sch Cereeeo—90 M ft lumber N
J .Miller
Sch Fannie—Hid hackmatack knees CAR Holyoke.

In

LORD, Kennebunk Depot.

-TO PURCHASE-

FOREIGN IMPORTS.
WINDSOR NS.
Brig Charles—160 tons plaster

•John J Whitmore, ol Maine.

R. W.
1842.

The Lant Chance

Julv 26

Norwegian.Ouebec.Liverpool
New

hurnew, and reliable for children to rtda

drive.

July 24tb,

5
9
9
10
12
16
16
19

TO OKFABT.

Great

22d, ship E Harriman,-, from

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
_;

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regular line?*.
The steamers for or from
calf at
<4ueeustown, except the Cauadiau line, which call at

| North American

Below

Liverpool.

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Jul23—lm

business!

I. H. BUCKRAM, A|*t
Removal.

BROWN has removed to New Store, Vs.
3 I'siss Wharf, where he will continue
•
tlie Flour, Produce and Provision business, as here-

CI>.

X1AVH.

tofore.

Portland, July 22, 1*62.

Pnniut

nii.mii

n-ont

WrdaeMiay, Jalf 23.
ARRIVED.
Brig Charles, (Br) Smith, Windsor NS.
Sch Fannie, (Br) Maloney, St George NB.
Sch Mary Ann, (lir)
Kilpatrick, St George NB.
Sch Keeuar, Cameroa. Western Hanks.
Sch Arclier, Thompson, Southport.
U S cutter Caleb < ashing, Capt Clark, fm a ernise.

8m

imin

.lo.wl

UNION FOREVER 1

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

Steamer New England, (new) Coyle,27] hours from
New York.
Steamer Montreal. Prince, Boston.

CLEARED.

the rebel-

lion, alamt 5,000.of whom have left their masters and sought employment elsewhere.
Many
of them remain iu the county, but demand pay-

and then

Spear. Australia; bark
Prince; schs Marmora.
Smith. Hartford; Yantic. Gould, ——.
CA.STINE. Ar 18th, ship Alfred Storer, Cameron,

«

11,000 slaves

Fauquier county, Virginia, before

ment

land.
CldI 22d, shin Lawrence.
Geo Jramoire, Codv, Port au

Friday afternoon at 3 I’M.
In Ellsworth 21»t inst, Anson Mason, aged about 40
years.
In Topsham 9th inst, Jannie A, daughter of James
F Mustard, aged 1 year 6 inos ami 17 davs.
In Somerville, Mass, 20th inst, Mrs Emily A, wife
of Mr Charles H Morse, of Bath, aged 22 years and 5
month*.
At Beaufort NC 9th ult, l’at rick Carlton,of
Bangor,
member of Co K, 6th Me iieginicut. aged about 60
years.

on

Argus

ploughman, to make a good editor. It’s no
disgrace to follow the plough-tail, nor is it according to our notions of the “proprieties of
journalism” to tling at a “lumberman” because
he hapiiens to he a candidate for office.
in

Millbridge.

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR. Ar 18th, sch Albert
Treat, Gordan, Portland for Philadelphia.
At anchor in Wert Bay. brig Isabel Benrman,
Tamss, from New York for Bangor.
NEW BFiDFORD. Ar 22d, brig Sara Small. Haskell, Calais.
BOSTON Ar 22d. schs C M Nod. Godfrey. Philadelphia; Deposit, Cook, Calais: Elvira, Clark,Cutler;
Romp. Kelley, Jonesport; Martel. Kaler.Waldoboro;
Friends, Pinkham, Millbridge* Abigail, Robinson,
and Banner. Wentworth, Baugor:
Oregon. Miller,
Valparaiso. Brown, Trenton: Citizen,
?!-f
Wallace, Portland; Olive Elizabeth, Hamilton, do;
Mercy k Hope, Oakes. Kennebunk.
AlsoarJHd, schs ( hampion, Mitchell, Machias;
Brenda, Whitmore. Ellsworth; Palm*. Moon.Bangor;
tniigl, k Ready, Achorn. do; Gen Warren. Gnptill,
Rockland; Shoal Water, Ryder, Waldoboro.
l id 22«l
ship J Webster Clark, Kopp< rholdt, St
George NB to load for Europe-; brigs John Stevens,
Hopkins, Sagua; sch* Joseph. Cobb, Barbados; Sen
Bird. Jones, Bristol RI; William Collyer, Rayner,
New fork.
Also cld 22d, bark* B Fountain. Fountain, Picton;
Modena, Rvder, Baltimore; brigs Almore, Hoffses,
St Johns NF; Volant, Dodge, Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH. Ar 19th, sell Samuel, Ames,
Bangor.
Sailed 19th, brigs Henry. Sparks, Boston; 90th, R
Hewett. Hucklin. Rockland.
Sailed 90th, brig Vincennes,
Hill, Philadelphia.
BANGOR. Ar 21st, sch ^ucy Ann, Blake, Port-

At a legal meeting last evening it was
voted to pay a bounty of $125 each to new
recruits to fill up her quota. This is ahead of

has got an uphill business
to make its readers believe we sneered at the
farmer because we spoke of spoiling a good

for

LATEST BY EVENING

one

21st, sch If D Grindle, Bangor.
NORWICH. Ar 21st, sell Mineola, Holt,Ellsworth
PROVIDENCE. Ar 22d, sch J P Bent, Hevuold* *
Sailed

POUT OF POKTL1VD.

The

Kichmond" is now the demand of
If McClellan is kept back for

supplied

A letter from

lip"?

NEW HAVEN. Ar21st, sch Calais Packet,
Pongh®
for Pembroke.

Scarboro’.—Old Scarboro’ is the banner

the evil.

relation to merchan-

"That all goods, wares and merchandise
which may be in public stores, or bonded warehouse, on the Hrst day of August, 1862, may be
w ithdrawn for consumption
upon payment of
the duties now imposed thereon by law, provided the same shall lie so withdraw n w ithin
three months from the date of original importation; but all goods, wares and merchandise
which shall remain in the public stores or
bonded warehouse for more than three months
from the date of original importation, if w ithdrawn for consumption, and all goods on shipboard. on the first day of August 1862, shall
be subject to the duties prescribed by this act:
Provided, that all goods which now are,or may
lie, deposited in public store or bonded warehouse. alter this act takes effect and goes into
operation, (August 1.) must be withdrawn
therefrom, or the duties thereon paid within
one year from the date of the original importation, but may lie withdrawn by the owner for
exportation to foreign countries, or may be
transhipped to any part of the Pacific or western coast of the I'nited States, at
any time before the expiration of three years from the
date of the original importation.”

lack of men he should be

hicli should not be

regiment to a higher office in another. Is working mischievously. We are confident Gov.

dise in IkiikI :

to

tolerated.

w

gallant sons informs us that the re-appointment of officers who have resigned iu one

fall was that my countryAconx.

ing provision in

crying evil,

most

The 21st section of the new Tariff act makes
the follow

a

ley, ElizRbethpert for Boston
Also ar 23d, ships Augusta.
Liverpool; Frailly Augusta, Philadelphia: barks Robert Leonard,Youghal
Amelia, Newcastle; Aeiress, London; FUiza Baras'
Bermuda; brig Speedwell, Cienfuegos.
Also ar 23d, ship Robert Cnshman, Boston,
f Id 21st, schs John, Irons,
Philadelphia; Florence
Candage. Poit'and.
Also cld 22d,
Andnbon, Mathews, San Franship*
cisco; F>cort Whitman,
Liverpool: harks M J ColEvening Star, M.nsOeld, Item^nm,in«n, Jenkins, New Oceans: brigs

keopsie

town.

Saxonia.Southampton.New

broken up.

!

be

of the best officers in the service.

Persia.Liverpool.New York. July
Hansa .Southampton.New York. .July
City of Washing’n.Liverpool.New York July

backed down and made to skedaddle into his

claimed: “What
men H

from

must

A war meeting is to be held in Wiscaaset on Saturday evening next.
Gen. Howard
is to be present.
There is a precious nest of

mouth of the Kennebec, ou the ISth of Aug.
1007.

hour's

the full quota, men

Londonderry.

“^“Mayor Putnam has called a public
meeting of the citizens of Bath to respond to
the proposition to celebrate the landing and
settlement of Gov. Popham's colony, at the

$075,-

mustering in

recruit in the town to make up her quota.

each soldier needed to make up her quota.

speech, for
fairly squelched, floored,
an

bounty of $100

little town among the
rocks below Hath—has voted $100 bounty to

me man
.nomiay evening last.
whose name had been trumpeted all over New
England for his great lilierality in offering to

after

a

E3f” Arrowslc—a

hasty

nail on

be one of six to furnish the State with

one

$100
enlist, only transfers this sum
from its treasury to the pocket of a citizen to
tie expended in ills own town, while it brings
into the town, also to be ex|ieuded there, the
|
snug little sum of $147. The balance in favor
of enlisting is. therefore, $47, even though the
town pay a bounty of $100.
to

zens

J'.'i^fth

SIT’ I apt. Geo. W. West of Co. D, 10th Regiment, is appointed Major of the 17th Regiment.
Major West is from Fort Kent, and is

Volunteering rs. Drafting.—The soldier that volunteers gets of national and State
bounties, $147. If he is drafted he gets nothing. The town that pays one of its own citi-

interesting remarks. The meeting
adjourned w ith enthusiastic cheers for the
Union, the President, Gen. Howard, and Got.
a

would

man

E2T“In consequence of the depredations of
guerilla bauds in Kentucky, more than one
million dollars in specie has been sent from
the banks of that State to New York, for safe
keeping.

by B. A. G. Fuller, Esq., of
was loyal and patriotic in his

After which Hon. J. II. Rice then

made

if blood ran

a

spect of persons.

followed

remarks.

even

Such

EiP“Tlie Memphis correspondent of the
Chicago Times states that the relic Is are enforcing rigidly their conscription, without re-

his humorous sallies. He was a democrat, but
one of the modern stripe.
He gave the
Danaites a terrible lashing.

Augusta,

in rivers.

in

'"’D‘d'

WB Nnsh.Smn". Cette; Ocean Tr»..fc“
counted in their own town until its quota is
Nuevitw: Mdnr.ukle. Brown, Boston; schs ft B
full. In short, men will be counted to their
; S.,oires. k sher.St Ih.m ngodtv; Mav. Smith, Sew
Orleans: Emma Oakes, Leach, Cortland
own town, no matter where
they enlist, until
II A KTFORl)
Ar 21st, schs
Emily M Wells, Fox,
the quota of their town is lull.
and Abigail, Kendal). Bangor.

dismissed.

was

who

street?

ure

any town enlisted in other towns

keep well in—Fort Warren.
ESP* Work is kept up day and night at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard. Great activity also exist at the Philadelphia yard.
E2p“It is reported that Gen. McClellan estimates that there arc now thirty-five thousand
absentees from the army of the Potomac, who
are well enough to take the Held.
Eif“The Washington Republican says that
Gen. Mitchell’s case lias been partially examined, and according to present indications will be

not

w as

an

storekeeper at Portsmouth—was recently so exasperated at the idea of drafting,
that he openly, in the streets, declared that if
a draft
should be ordered, Gov. Washburn
could not sleep in any house in that town ; that
it would be torn down over his head, and that
down the

Idbbpy^*MachiastPOrt

V,22'1'

Salter, Liverpool *d
,^1'0(.olden Fleece. America,
nit;
Munson, do28«lult; Webster
Lawrence do 16th nit ; Be„J Ad.ms, (
hue, do 10*h
America (oilier, 1^.,°,,. Urk j,,nIlt,
Fletcher, Marseilles May 9; brig G T Ward Tralee
35; sclis Wtnonah, Owen, Calais; Seven listers Crawl
f0W

Enlistments.—We are authorized to say
that men from towns whose quota is full, can
be enlisted and help make
up the quota of other towns.
But in this case, if their is any fail-

in Paris—an

man

worthy disciple of

a

;Aschs ^A,pine, S^kftffSS:
Cn^nJ^L
“<*
Union,'

SQ^Gcn. Sickles’ Brigade is said to be very
much cut up and its
lighting commander is in
New York for new recruits.

ex-naval

frequently interrupted by rapturous applause.
Lew is Barker, Esq., of Dexter, was introduced. and carried the audience by storm by

He

We are told that one

ex-eounty officer, and

of the citizens of

Telegraph, Nickerson, Roxbury Segur, Boston; sch

negro.

Edw in A. Kith of Thorndike, has been
appointed 2d Lieut, in the liltli regiment.

Grand Rally at Augusta.

meeting

»r 2'*1' bri* « w
Barter, GllduM, Rock Kport;
sell Kcdnigton. C lark, St
George.
Cld 21st, brig D»"it.| Booue,

years gone by. The swords had been entrusted
to the care of a
young lady by Twiggs, and by
her subsequently turned over to the care of a

ment.

Skirmisher.

a

^^“Gen. Butler forwarded to Washington
three swords which had been presented to Gen.
Twiggs for gallant conduct by Congress, in

Appointments.—We learn from Augusta
that Jos. li. Baxter of Gorham, lias lieen
appointed Assistant Surgeon of the l(!th regi-

Col. H. G. Staples of the 3d regiment, arrived Monday night from the army, sick.

At

SELECTED.

By-Tlie telegraph says Chatham, Mass, hr.s
voted $200 bounties to recruits for the new
regiments. Fishing business must lie good.

the ranks.

much smaller.—

the proper authorities for transfer to Maine
regiments. No Maine man. if he knows when
he is well off, will enlist in any regiment raised

by

and

the esti-

mation in which Maine troops are held than
the fact, that commanders of regiments from
other States have, from time to time, applied

he is induced to make

though
intelligence
it, and an influential man in his county, enlisted as a private soldier, am! lias been through
all the hardships and exposure of the war in
of marked

a man

it
appears that the stories about the advance of
—[St. Joint Globe, 17th.
rl<*r nt n msfmirnnt the »:imn fhitiiru ultioli wnu
Gen. Hatch to (iordonsville anil Charlotte{ £.y Gov. Washburn was at Lew iston yeshere may have served to you. and you w ill find
were
He
ville.
was
new enlistment, should he made to till
ordered
there
premature.
up old !
but did not go, ami he is to lx* held to acterday, attending the anniversary of the Maine
at the close of you repast a little bill of two
regiments, rather than raise all new ones.— count for the
failure. The rebels hold the
Suite Seminary.
or
mure
dollars,
McClellan
“1
five,
to
Gen.
would
the
three,
according
says,
prefer 60,000 railroad from (iordonsville to Staunton. We
Gbay.—At a legal town meeting in Gray
fancy and range of your appetite. On the recruits for my old regiments, to 100,000 men have a re|airt that a scouting party of Indiana
steamer 50 cents pays for all. As an index of the
yesterday afternoon, it was|voted unanimously
organized in new regiments.” The policy of cavalry were surprised on Monday near Fredericksburg, and only 10 out of "0 came back I to give $100 bounty to all recruits called for,
cost of furnishing such a table, 1 am informed
this State him been in accordance with these
to camp.
to the extent of the tow n's quota.
that last summer, when the amount of travel
assertions, although fixed previous to General
A letter from Gen. McClellan's army dated
was less than this year, the table cost a $1(XX)
McClellan's letter, and the additional bounty
20th inst., in the Times, says two deserters
j ;yit Is stated that while Hon. Joseph Holt
from the 5th Virginia cavalry came into camp j
per month in excess of its receipts. This sea- | offered by the State to soldiers enlisting in old
zealously embraces the President's emancipaFrom
them
we
I
leant
that
the
boats take the better part of the
son these
regiments, should induce enlistments therein. yesterday.
tion views, he is earnestly in favor of conductmain force of the rebel army is located on a
travel, now that the public have found them The Mtyor General commanding also enforces bluff near the old tavern on Trent Hill and on ! ing the war as a war, sparing nothing that
out in their new’ location.
They would be the necessity of enlisting for three years or for the opposite side of the Chiekahominy on stands in the way of Us successful and triumphGaines' Hill. They estimate the rebel force
crowded if it were possible to crowd such catiie war. One reason given is that the contact
ant termination, not even the institution of
about Richmond, including the troops under
of men who serve for a shorter time with solpacious floating hotels.
Beauregard, brought front the West, at 11)0,- slavery.
diers who serve for the war, has a had effect on
Touching the war, there is in business cir000 men.
£yEx-President Van Buren, now lying at
cles a numbness of fueling here just at presthe army—tends to breed dissatisfaction among
Virginia advices state that Jackson, with | the isiint of death at Kindcrhook, is
upwards
the latter, while tiie term of service of tiie forent, but I judge it cannot last long. Matters
70,000 men, is opposing Gen. Poite.
Magrudcr has gone to East Tennesee to take 1 of 80 years of age.
are seen by some to begin to wear a more
ter would expire about tiie time they became
command of the forces there against Gen. Bit;yThe Springfield Republican says, at
hopeful look, and, even here, it is acknowl- valuable to the service.
ell.
Worcester, last week, one young man was reHe says that tiie best arrangement would be
edged that the progressive policy of the adThe Examiner urges holding one of the
the mustering officers because his
to till up all the old
ministration must result advantageously.
companies, or if that is Federal Generals, as a hostage for Henry My- jected by
teeth were not good.
As a war incident from the Peninsula let me
impracticable, to consolidate the old companies ers, purser of the Sumter.
'.y Hon. John S. Phelps has been appointed
subjoin the following from the Philadelphia and add new ones to each regiment. He says,
Augusta Ga.. July 17.
military governor of Arkansas.
Inquirer, relating to a reconnoisance by a par- “We have here tiie material for making excelThe Savannah Republican of this morning
has a dispatch dated Knoxville. 15th inst.,
lent officers in tile regiment. These men,tried
ty of the Topographical Engineers some days
EyThe Ossipee (N. H.) Register says more
which says a heavy skirmish had occurred that
since:
and proved in many hard-fought battles, are
persons have visited the White Mountain dismorning at Wallace Cross Roads, on the other
infinitely to be prelered to any new appoint- side of Clinch River, on the Road to Big Creek i trict during the past fortnight than is usual
“When going down the Charles City Court
House ltoad, at some distance beyond our
ments.
More than that, they have won their j Gap. with two full regiments of the enemy’s inthus early in the season. Trout are plenty.
lines, they espied a stately stone mansion, sur- promotion. Policy and gratitude alike de- fantry and cavalry under Col. McLin. Ten
£y A nephew of Garibaldi has recently arrounded by outbuildings of a corresponding
men were killed and missing on our side.
The
mand that their claims should he recognized, j
substantial character. It proved to be the old
rived
at Washington to offer his military serloss
wits
the
same.
enemy’s
With the old regiments tints tilled up, the
mansion once owned and occupied by the late
vices to the Government. He wears the LibEx-President John Tyler, now dead, but not
whole army would in a very few weeks ho
Executive Mansion,!
erator's sword.
dying until he succeeded in adding his name ready for any service.
Washington. July 11. \
to the roll of eminent traitors w ho are now
That Maj. Gen. Henry W. Hal- \
^y Western member* of Congress exultOrdered,
Of tiie officers and men now in the North on
leek lie assigned to the command of the whole
attempting to ruin this once happy and prosingly declare that Gen. Pope will be in Richsick lease,(Jen. McClellan says that “thousands i land forces of the I’nited States as General-in- !
perous country.
mond before the 1st of August.
The scouting party, upon bringing their
of these are tit for duty, and should at once l>c
Chief, and that he repair to this capital as soon
Held glasses to bear, discovered the grounds
us he can with safety to the positions and
ope- j
made to join their regiments.” All that can
ry- We shall publish in a day or two, a full
about the mansion (which is supposed to be
rations within the Department now under his i
and correct roster of the officers of all the
be done by the authorities of the State will he [
about live miles in a northeasterly direction
special charge.
from the Charles City Court House Landing),
done to this end.
troops raised in Maine, including the new regAbraham Lincoln.
[Signed]
to be laid out in a style somewhat English: a
iments now being made.
Tiie Maj. Gen. further requests that no oflispacious lawn in front, deep woods of oak cer who ltas
St. Louis, July 23.
resigned from itis army, lie comIt seems to us sometimes as though
and cedar surrounding the entire plantation,
A merchant of Frederickton, arrived here,
missioned in another regiment unless furnish- j
an air of comfort and elegance pervading the
every man w ho can wield a pen thinks he Is
reports a desperate light with guerillas at
entire premises. While continuing their reed with a special recommendation to that effect ! Greenville. Wayne County. Two companies
[ equally well qualified to wield a sword; at
connoisance in another direction the party
of the State militia stationed there were surfrom the commander of his division or army
1
least, he seems to think himself competent to
met w ith a bright, sprightly lad, probably from
prised by a band of guerillas under one Reeves. mark out a
corps.
twelve to fifteen years old. w ho came dashing
military campaign, and to conduct
The attack which was made at daylight, was j
II. W. Cunningham of Belfast, has been apout of a deep belt of woods, mounted upon a
the war to successful results. We shall la* parsudden and fierce, no pickets being out to apsuperb charger. The animal was caparisoned pointed Major of the tilth regiment.
prise our men of the approach of the enemy, doned, we trust, if we place a little more conin a manner peculiar to only the Mexican and
t ’apb Sleeper and eighteen of his men are refidence in veteran warriors, in Cabinet officers
Sergeant Theodore Lincoln, ,Ir., of DennysSpaniard.
ported killed, and large numliers wounded.—
ville, of 0th regiment, has been promoted to The rebel loss is unknown. The rebels took i and in the President and his councillors, than
The lad at first was somew hat abashed, but
soon recovered his presence of mind to such
the captaincy of Co. “F.” Capt. Lincoln, aliu mere goosequill generals.
jiossession of the town.
excellence

sions incalculable loss to the material interests
of the country. A properly arranged and vig-

duty

Salford, Thomas I.. Bartlett, and Dan'i Moors.

by

cents)

Government to foster uud

Augusta, July 23, 1802.
Tlie “straight-out” or “Dana” Democracy, of
this city, held a caucus on Saturday evening
last, which was numerously attended by four
individuals. Tlie following persons were unanimous)- elected delegates to the Dana Convention to be held in your city on the 8th of August: Col. D. Aldeti, Dr. H. H. Hill, Charles\V.

and finest Ixiats in the country. One of them
Lx commanded by Capl. T. G. Jewett, who for-

me committee ol congress who
reported
the bill instituting the new Department, declare that annual reports from such a Bureau

as

Vestry

steamer on one of your
Maine routes, and who t here and here is recognized as one of the ablest and most competent

be—setting forth the
condition of our agriculture, manufactures,
etc., with comparative statements regarding
similar facts in foreign countries—must evidently prove most valuable repertories of in-

Correspondent.)

iment—Maine Men for Maine Regiments—
From Gen. McClellan—Appointment*.

regiments

merly

to

our own

letter from the State Capital.
Iktnn Caucus—Maine Soldier*—Serentli Reg-

steamers, built last summer, the City of iio.tton and the City of New York, are the largest

of Belfast, is steward on the

It is tlie

of

and Canal streets, whence a short walk takes
you to the boat. Vour Maine readers visiting

ment.

to

(From

First, the State of Maine,

It only needs to speak
yourself set down at

formation, the absence of which often

D.

of no account; while for those who know the
town well enough to trust the public convey-

pondence, by practical and scientific experiments, by collecting statistics, or by any other
appropriate means within his power, and which
may be agreeable with his judgment; to collect valuable seeds and plants, to test these by
cultivation, to propagate such as he may deem
worthy, to distribute them among agriculturists, to make an annual General Report to
Congress, and such special reports as he may
consider desirable, or when the same shall be
required by the President, or by either House
of Congress, audio direct the expenditure of
all monies appropriated in form to this Depart-

designed

others.

vers

assigned to special service, in
asking permission to recruit in Maine,says that
he has already fifty Maine men iu his corps,
and they are so superior as soldiers that

ance, the cars of the Sixtli ami Eighth avenue
lines (fare live cents) wait at the Astor Bouse.

this is

I)r. Garce-

proprietors of the Boston line via Norwich did
wisely. I think, last summer, when they moved
their station from one of the lower piers, from
the midst of this daily huddle of departure,
nearly a mile up the street, to pier 39, at the
foot of Vestry street. They have reached a
region of comparative quiet,and withal a more
central positiou. Even for the passengers
leaving the hotels farthest down town, it is quite
as convenient to reach the lxiats at tliix
point.
If you take a carriage, a few steps further is

preserve in his Department, all information
which he can obtain through books or corres-

as

Brunswick,

lon, W. B. S. Moor, and his son, Mr. Dudley
Moor, (the last named now a manufacturer of
tobacco on a large scale at Montreal), and di-

the

from the States and Territories correct state-

ive

this street tile boats

the summer, three boats leave the piers at this
street, connecting with trains for Boston. The
hack carriages, and the heavy coaches from

most generous construction of the term.
Commissioner Newton—aided by his chief

story?

the Maine men at the Astor House

I notice Col. Elliot of

or

most hours of the

supervision

SCOTT.’

both officers ami men, in Hie late battles before

For mere bustle of

with the minutai of those subcome

of which in the new world that

street is the focus.

ment, and his extensive information, and ripe

acquaintance
ject* which must

GENERAL WINPIELD

TYLER,

The party having the youngster in charge
kept him among them until they were beyond
reach of pursuit, when they permitted him to

New

was

ui

‘SANTA anna’s SADDLE.
PRESENTED TO GENERAL JOHN

Among

of Broadway—Bustle of

For Comity Treasurer*,
Aroostook.. .SAM'L BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

uci n

of the late Ex-President John Tyler, that
his mother was at the mansion above-named,
and sick, and that she bad sent him to a neighboring plantation for some medicine.
The beauty and elegance of the general appearance of both bridle and saddle in use by
tlie youngster, induced the party to make closer examination, when they found them to be
not only mounted witli solid silver of the liest
material, but stitched in every part w ith trappings to correspond, and upon the pommel of
the saddle was found a silver plate, bearing
the inscription:

Isn't there food for reflection in this

Street—The huddle of departing steamers—

ment, separate and distinct from any other
Bureau. Formerly, the agricultural interest

enough

were received;
to know that lie was a

depart.”

New York—Its abundant flagstaff's—The

Aroostook... .WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of W ells.

answers

son

of the Press.J
letter from Nctv York.

For Sheriffs,

but few

repeated questions

learned, however,

was

[Regular Correspondence

For County Commissioners,
Aroostook... .THOMAS J. BROWN, of Hodgden.
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr't.
York.DIHON ROBERTS, of Lyman,
ALFRED HULL, of Sliapleigb.

tuin

satisfactory

1

Senators,

Aroostook_ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Fairfield.
York.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kittery,
GIDEON S. TUCKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, ofUarsonsfield.

<w

extent that to

ail

Bark

Henry Darling, Beals,

Davis.
Brig Castilian,

New

Orleans, C 31

NEW RE0BUIT8 WANTED!

Marwick, New Orleans, Jonas 11

perlev.
Sch Lack, (Br) 3!acumhor, Windsor NS. master.
Sch Industry, (Br) Dunu. Maitland NS, master.
Sch Reindeer, (Br) \Yadman, IIillslmro N B.master.
Sch H Fuller. Hamilton, Boston. J II White.

Latest from

Headquarters

!

NOTIC E TO MARINERS.
Official notice is given that a b mpormry Light will
be exhiheted at Brant Island Shoal. Pamlico Sound
N<\ on the night of the 11th of July, 1*82. and every
night thereafter. The Light will be a white floating
light, placed upon a lightboat painted lead color.
William A Goodwin, Lighthouse Engineer, 1st and
2d Districts, has been ordered by the Lighthouse
to New Orleans to re-establish the
Board to
lights destroyed by the rebels in that vicinity.

GREAT EXCITEMENT

proceed

AT

BCRLEien’S,

DISASTERS.
been
Marengo, from Huelva for
abandoned at sea; crew saved. (Ship Marengo, Capt
built
at
6*57
Brunswick
iu
tons,
Doughty, registered
1864, where she was owned by N Larrabee).

Ship

Liverpool,has

Per steamship City of Washington, at New York.
Sailed from Calcutta June 2, S G Glover, Kellum,
Boston.
Sailed from Bombay June 6. Lyra, Choover. Liverpool; Mogul, Spooner. St Thomas; 7th, Gem of the
Ocean, William*. Calcutta.
In port 12tli, Crown Point, Knight, for New Y'ork.
Ar at Alexandria E 27th alt, Lawreuce, Howes, fin
Boston.
Sailed from Marseilles 5th, J 31ontgomery, Hamilton, New York.
Ar at Havre 6th. Kentuckian, Mcrryniau, and 31
r

V,,..

103 Xliddle Street.

MILITARY

EOIt SALE AT

more.

Summer
i

York.
Ar at Plymouth 7th, Belle
tevideo.
At Bristol 6th, W Libby,

toll.

Ar at Sunderland

werp.

Bernard, Coombs, Mon-

Bishop,

Hammond,

for New York.
fin

I.

J

Ar at London 8th nit,
Byzantium. Robinson, New I
York; Garibaldi, Emery, do.
Cld 7th. Atlantic, Moore, New York; Palmetto, |
Jones, Pernambuco.
Put iuto Deal and anchored 7th, Charles Smtih, !
Brown, from shields for Alexandria.
Off
Weymouth 6th, Majestic, Curtis, from Havre
for New York.
Ar at Eaimouth 8th, Sarah A Nickels, Blake, New

off do 8tli, Ciucinnatus,
for Bristol.
Sailed from Cardiff 4th,

BURLEIGH'S.

!

V.t-lr

Ar at Gottenburg 1st, W H Townsend, Hill, Ma*
tauzas.
Ar in the Texel 6th, David Stewart, Prentiss. Haiti-

Id*.

GOODS,

description,

Of every

1

Clothing

wiling, regmrdleM of fort,

AT BURLEIGH'S.

MILITARY

UNIFORMS,

For officer*, made to order, from the best material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

New York

Hurmah, Beckwith, Bos-

8th, M R Ludwig. Harding, Ant-

Ar at Glasgow 5th, Peppereil. Hill. Eastport.
Sailed from Guceustown 7th, H 1> Brook man,
Cheney, (from Mataniu*) Clyde.
Ar at Liverpool 7th, Progress, Woodward, NYork;

CUSTOM
Of

every description, made to order and warranted

to at.

8th, Lillias, Gillntore, Saguu.
Cld *th. Hemisphere, Taylor, New York.
Eut for Idgotli, Kitty Flovd, Dearborn,New York;
Metropolis, Keimev. St John MB; 6th. Moses Day,
Lord, New York; Arno, Chutticld, Boston.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Arat Port Spain 22d ult,
Giliuor Meredith,
Snow, from Boston, disg, for Trinidad to load for
United States (and remained 8d ka*).
At do 3d iust, brig Nathan, dischargt-d. to sail same
day for Cietiftiego*.
At Sombrero 5tl» iust, ship Gen Nowell, to sail in a
few dav.-.
At Cienfuegos 1st inst, brig Romance. Dunkin. for
Ida.
Philadelphia 4
Arat l’ictou l&th, bark W A Platenius, Davis.
Havre.
Cld 10th. sch Gem* Wilson, Ka*t|»ort.
Ar at St John Ml 18th inst, brig Union, D»\ bison.
New York; 19th. bark W E Anderson, Reed,Cardiff;
sell Express, Williams, Portland.
Cld loth, brig Cautou, suits, Philadelphia.

WORK,

The

large*! and

best selected stock of

READY-MADE

brig

CLOTHING,

AMU-

Gentlemen's

Furnishing Goods,

-Ever offered iu Maine,

days,

can

be obtained at-

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which

will be sold

isfaction to the

so as

to warrant

entire sat-

purchaser.

SPOKEN.

April 30. lat 12 S, Ion S4 E, ship Charles Hill,Small,
from Calcutta March 16 for Bostou.
July 14. lat 44 02. lou 60 55. brig Hampden, of and
from Bangor for Cauarr Islands.
July 14, lat 42 88, Ion &6 82. bark Emma F Herriniau. of Nearsport, from Liverpool for Boston.
June 15. lat 33 N, lou 52, ship Reporter, White, ftu
New York June 3 for San Francisco.
July 16. off Florida, brig H Means, from Matanxa*
for Boston.
July 18. lat 29 08, lou 79 33, sell R W Troth, (Yum
Cardenas tor Baltimore.
July 18. lat 2908, lou 79 35, brig A V Larrabec, frn
Saguu for New York.

OCR STOCK OF CLOTHS
AJID TRIM HIM; COOPS
Are unlimited in quantity, qnality or price, and
be sold very low. at wholesale or retail, for cash.

Buyer* will
ri2>e

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BEAUFORT NC. Iii port 16th inst, ship Marcia
Grev uleaf; barks Milton, ami Texas; brig L P Suow;
sehs N li Hanks, and William E Stepheuson.
BALTIMORE. Ar21st, sch Lookout, Thornton.

Portland.
Also ar21*T, schs C W Dver, Pierce, Fortress Monroe; Z Socor. Rollins, Saco’.
Also ar 22d. ship Ocean Pearl, t'rowel 1, Boston.
Sailed 21st, ship W Booth, .south America.
PHILADELPHIA. Ar21st, bark Arethusa.Hooper, Key West; brigs Kurus, Parsons, Boston; Daniel
Boone, Segur, do; sell* >uiah Matilda, Armstrong,
Eastport; Wilson Crawford, Munson, do; AJuieer,
Mall, Cienfuegos; Challenge, Bullock, Portland.

do well to look at

chasing elsewhere,
on

as

it

was

our

will

stock before pur-

bought before the great

goods.

1(>3 Middle

Street,

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland.

A

July 22. 1802.

dtiin

Mauled.
PARTNER, with a capital of

about $2000, in

very lucrative business.
“Partner,” Box No. 12*. Portland P. O.
dtf
J>15

Address

a

^——

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.
Gone into Camp.—A

portion

TELEGRAPHIC

of the 17th

TO TIIE

Regiment under Col. Roberts, went into camp
at Island Park yesterday afternoon, Lieut.
Col. Merrill commanding. A company of (54
from
men, under ('apt. Faunee, was received
Lewiston, which, with the company of Capt.

PORTLAND

Important

Savage of 50 men, and that of Capt. Martin
gives the aggregate of 143 meu in
camp. Upon their arrival at the camping
battallion held

which they

were

patriotic

and

Cheers

were

addressed in a

by

manner

projtosed

Gen.

Lieut. Col. Merrill.

for “Gov.

King,

Rebel Cavalry before Richmond.

peculiarly characteristic of the
American soldier.
These being concluded,
Capt. Martin proposed three cheers for Col.
so

Mortality

being absent, sick. A charge was
made upon the lieef and bread, in which
gallant troops greatly distinguished.—

the Colonel
our

Guards mounted

Terry

at

5 o’clock.

—

There is neither law or regulation for the
acceptance of volunteers otherwise than for
three years or during the war.
This forenoon the President, Secretary of
War and Maj. Gen. Halleck were long in consultation at the War Department. For a portion of the time Gens. Pope and Burnside were
with them.
Great repugnance to the idea of drafting
continues to be entertained in official circles
here. The impression is that the President's
call for 300,000additional volunteers is already
being responded to throughout the country
witli an alacrity that promises to secure the
whole number in less time than was recently

Lieut Jas. A.

city, is in charge of the battallion
night, to be relieved by Lieut MatCapt Martin returned to the city with

for the

his corp*.

New Steamer “New England.”—This

magnificent

boat of 900 tons burthen arrived

pt this port yesterday, in twenty-seven and one
half hours from New York. She is to be com-

by Capt Enos Field, of this state, a gentleman long and favorably known to this commit
nlty. The New England was built under the
auperintendance of Capt. J. B. Coyle, who lias
made himself valuable to Portland by his efficiency in connection with steamboat enterprises. She is put together in the most substantial and thorough manner, is 2:18 feet in
length, and 32 feet beam, with 12 feet depth of
hold, and is built of tne very best materials,
being intended for heavy ocean service. Her
machinery is of the most elaborate anti trustworthy nature, and Is furnished with Winter’s
new patent cut-off for working the valves.—
She has a 52 inch cylinder and 11 feet stroke,
manded

anticipated.
Tlie following is a joint resolution of Cougress, approved July 12, 1802:
Resolved, by the Senate and Ilouse of Representatives of tlie United States in Congress
assembled, That tlie Secretary of War be authorized to furnish extra clothing to all sick

possessing every convenience
luxury can suggest.

Connected also

family

or

bri-

rooms, aud forty-two state rooms. The
speed attained by this boat on her passage from
New York, was of the most satisfactory nadal

ture, averaging 13 1-2 knots per hour. After
leaving New York, she encountered strong
winds from N. E., and from Little Gull to PtJudith made thirteen knots per hour against a
three knot current.

Tills steamer is intended to run between
Boston and St. Johns, N. B., touching at Portland and
her first

Eastport, and will probably make
trip trum thus place one week from to-

day.
We congratulate the travelling public upon

acquisition of

the

this vessel upon the Eastern

route, and trust that the well known character
of her commander may procure for her the.
patronage she deserves. Although hailing

Eastport, she

from

is owned in this

stores and cabin furniture arc to
in this

city. Her
be purchased

place.

Excursion

Islands.—The pie-nic
of the Spiritual Association, advertised for toto the

day, (should the weather lie favorable,) will
undoubtedly be a very pleasant aflair. The
gentlemen engaged in making the arrangements have had some experience in that line,
and wo are sure that nothing on their part will
be wanting to make it one of the pleasantest
excursions of the season.

The

Bargje,

which

has been chartered for the occasion, will be at
disposal of the party through the day, and
the spot selected is a most delightful one.

the

Parade of tiie Cadets.—The Cadets, un-

der Capt. Harris, were out yesterday afternoon
for exercise in field movements, and presented
very imposing appearance.
fatiguing
“double-quick” was performed around several
squares of the city, and at its cessation the
boys looked as fresh as if they had but executed the ordinary “route-stepyet aside from
the utility of these exercises, it will be seen
that the lads will acquire a strength of habit in
performing the various mann-uvers w-hieh call
for elasticity of muscle and vigorous chests.
A most

a

3T- We were much pleased to notice the
attending Messrs. Duprez & Green’s
New Orleans Opera Troupe, at the New City
Hall, last evening. The public were not only
astonished hut delighted. A closely packed
house rewarded the gentlemen who have thus

success

Thursday night.
The Enquirer says several Union regiments
of infantry and a squadron of cavalry, crossed
Kapidan river on the 18th. and the water having risen, they will find it very difficult to
keep open communication.
Gen. Lovell is in Richmond demanding a
Court of inquiry as to the evacuation of New

much contributed to the amusements of the
city of Portland.
so

A Doo in U. S. Uniform—We noticed
upon one of our principal streets yesterday, a

dog

in

complete
Where was the point
confess our inability
rate,

we

a

“couldn’t

see

suit of U. S. Uniformor pith of the joke, we
to

determine.

Orleans.
The Enquirer urges a vigorous prosecution
of the war against McClellan and to invade
Maryland, or go to Washington direct.
Tlie latest nqxirts at Richmond indicate a
stampede of the federals from Fredericksburg.
A number of vessels had ascended the Rappahannock river and other means of transporration was lieing used in removing the vast
amount of stores at that niace.
Gen. Beauregard has gone to Columbus,
Ala., to joiu Ids wife and recuperate liis
lie;-It h.
Gen. Huger is appointed General of ordnance.
Gcu. S. S. Anderson taking his late
command.
Magruder and staff arrived at Columbia,
Tuesday, en route for East Tennessee.
Prof. Patton of Petersburg, has built a war
haJoon for reliel reconnoisances, and has arrived at Richmond with it.

At any

it.”

Sidewalks and Streets.—1The streets of
the lower end of the town, aqd towards Back

being levelled and repaired, much to
gratification of pedestrians to and from that

Cove arc
the

Burt

rtf t.hp Altar

Personal.—We understand tlmt Hon. W.
P. Fessenden arrived home, in this city, yester-

day, From

Washington.

vr Col. Hiram Burnham, of the (itli Me.
Regiment, passed through this city yesterday
on a

visit to his

home,

on

a

furlough

of

thirty-

days.
fcyThe Washington- correspondent

of the

From the Army of the Potomac.

New York Post makes the following surprising statement. We cannot resist the belief
that it is greatly exaggerated:

L
&
H
■
■
B

^

must

A

Baltimore, July 22.
correspondent of the American writing

Philadelphia. July 23.
The strike on the Lehigh ('anal is ended. A
large force are now working on the terms offered by the company.
From California.
San Fran cisco. July 21.
Steamer Golden Gate sailed for Panama,
with 230 passengers and 1,114,1X10 dollars in
treasure.

New Y ork,

July

23.

Cotton dull, lower and irregular
sale* at 47 « 49
for middling upland.
Floor—State and Western lew active and hardly
so firm—Sujverflne State 600 a 4 25;
Extra do 5 45 a
5 50 and choice at 555; Round Hoop Ohio, 5 45 a 5 60;
Sup Western 5 <*0*5 25: Common to good Extra
Western 6 40 a 5 55. Southern less active—Mixed to
good. 5 40 a 6 SO; Fancy and Extra 5 90 a 6 80. Canada hard I v so firm—Extra 5 45 a 6 3ft.
Wheat 1 a 2c higher—Chicago Spring 1 12 a 1 19;
Milwaukic Club. 1 16 a 122: Amber Iowa, 123 a
125; Winter Red Western 1 2H a 1 34; new White
Kentucky 1 65: very choice White Indiana 1 36; Amber Michigan 134 a 136; new Red Delaware, 1 46;
White Michigan 1 40 a 1 42.
Corn a shade tinner
Mixed Western 56 a 57 fbr
old and 52 a 55 for eastern ; White Western GO a 62.
Beef quiet.
Fork dull, heavy and lower—Mew 10 76 a 1100:
Friine M«*ss 11 00.
Rice quiet.
Sugars firm—Sales 2.900 hhds, hv auction: New
Orleans 8? a 11$; Muscovado, 8$ a 9$; Forto Rico 9.
Havana 10$.
Coffee quiet but prices advancing—Rio 22.
Molasses firm—New Orleans 3ft* a 36; Forto Rico
40 a 44 ; Muscovado, 320 hhds at 26.
Wool very firm.
—

FLAG ! GOOD

NEWS!

LE4C1I

desire.

Atlantic Wharf at 9
as the cumpauy may

&

be

unfavorable the

wenther be

KOB1XSOX,

Company
join
Regiment,

And

to offer them at

prepared
LOWER TRICES than

are now

Ladies will also Hud

full Hue of

a

$160

total

a

The

FOR

a

Bounty

PARASOLS

All of which will be

One Month’s

373

WHITE

Cloll&es

Congress

Over

RUBBER

State.

one

Bounty

Land at

the close of the

Wi’inger,>

BLOCK,

Telegraph Office,

of Middle and
Exchange Street.

corner
Entrance on

ATTENTION
Will

!

immediately

wishing to try these machines,

by leaving orders at

can

do

so

store.

You

Stand

by

the

Fin*

2?T/A
t/U

To be

by

Commanded

Co LOME L T. A.

:ir-Pa y ami Rations to commence
of F.iill.tmeiit
Pay

ROBERTS.
oil

the

clay

!

955

FROM THE

and

$1*1

State

Bounty

Close

of the War,

October, 1861.
The proprietors of the Marlboro’ Hotel, Boston,
tell the agent that the Universal Wringer earns them
810 every month.
We have hundreds of other certificates, but have
not space to print them.
jylddtf

CHOICE
Flour,
jyl5

Best

72

from the head quarters of the army of the Po1 SILVER SPOONS AND FORKS, CUPS, BUTTER
toinoe under date of July 22d says:
Things
KNIVES, THIMBLES, NAPKIN KINGS,
“It is stated here, on unquestionable autliorare very dull.
There is no thought of Gen.
ity, that SO.ttOO soldiers once belonging to the McClellan being superseded. Either Gen.
Freights to J,i\erpool declining—Cotton nominal;
Army of the Potomac are now loitering over Meigs or Ilalleek will lie Commander-In-Chief. Flour 3s 3d a3s6d; Crain 11$ a 13jil, iu bulk and SPECTACLES AND EYE-GLASSES,
the free States, as well as they ever were. The
bags.
When the President was here Gen. McClellan
President found, on his late visit to General
recommended and urged such an appointment,
Mock Market.
McClellan, that 70,<HNJ of the troops taken to but told the President not to allow liis claims
the Peninsula are now missing or absent It is
New York, July 23.
to interfere writh his action.
Stuck, ojs'iicU better, but closed dull and heavy—
impossible to believe that more titan 40,0011 are
There are several thousand men here unaAmerican gold at 81 19; U. S. six<*» 1881 registered,
dead, wounded or sick. General McClellan ! ble to do duty, although the health of the arPLATF.I) TEA SETS. CASTORS, AND CAKE
97;; U. 8. sixes 1881 coupons, 981; Tennessee sixes
expressed the opinion to the President that
94}; Misnonri sixes 481; Treasury 7 8-10,1 02}; U. 8.
my has improved since it came to James river.
BASKETS, BUTTER KNIVES, A SPOONS.
more than half of the 70,000 absent soldiers
lives 1874, coupuns, 8ti.
There is no movement whatever of troops.
How they got away It is almost
are now well.
The officers are looking every day for the
Shell ,nd Horn Conibn, Fan., Cane#. Accordcons
impossible to tell. A fact, however, has just enemy to open new batteries on the other side
Wallets, Card Cases, Table aud Pocket Cutlery;
Gordonsvii.le Occupied.—Gen. Pope is
come to my knowledge, which w ill seem to 1 of the James river.
The rebels are visible at
conforming to the spirit of his address to his Teeth, Hair, aud Shaving Brushes; Farina Cologne,
elucidate the matter, a single member of
ail times on the opposite side, but are never
j
soldiers and
on in good western style. | Lubiu’s Extracts; CLOCKS.
Congress has succeeded in getting furloughs ; interfered with unless they appear in large He has seizedpushing
that most important point, GorQuadrants, Spy Glasses, Barometers, Surveyors'
and discharges for three hundred toldier* durwhen
our
| numbers,
gunboats shell them out.
donsville, the junction of the Orange and Al- and Mariners’ Compasses, Gunter’s Scales, Dividers,
ing the present session of Congress! This is
Many resignations of officers are being sent exandria and Virginia Central
ltailroads.
Parallel Rules, Protractors, Drawing Instruments,
a tact, and it will show hone the army lias been
j in, but none are granted, except those who The rebels have considered that place as Land Chains, Thermometers, Linen Pro vers, Opera
depleted, or at least one way in which its num- are worthless.
one of their “last ditches.”
Hut it has fallen
lrers have been reduced. Tile friends of solGlasses.
without a blow iu its defence. A glance at the
diers—of regiments—have endeavored to get
Great Excitement in Baltimore.
Charts, Bowditcli’s Navigator, Blunt’s Coast Pilot
will
show the great importance of the
map
off every soldier who was sick of the service.
Baltimore. July 23.
There is no other railroad connection | Nautical Almanacs, Sumner’s Method, Ship Master’s
point.
Meml»ers of Congress desired to la- popular in
lit City Council this afternoon, the CommitAssistant, Sheet Anchor, Seamen’s Frieud or 31anual,
between Iiichmnnd and the valley of Virginia,
their districts, and answered every cull made
tee of Conference again
reported a resolution except by the circuitous route of Lynchburg.
Ship Master’s Guide, Expeditious Measurer, for
upon them. Colonels of regiments and generfor
to
making appropriation
bounty volunteers. Jackson’s trips will be interrupted. Pope Freight, Ac., Ac.
als of brigades had the same desire—of |>opu- I The secessionists in the 2d branch
again rebo said to be threatening Hicluuond from
Watchra and Jewelry Repaired.
larity witli their men, and one and all have ! jested it. A large crowd has gathered and may
the north. It will be observed, too that lie is
aided in this depleting process, till the sum tomuch excitement prevails. Several members
going to have his army get some of its supplies | CHRONOMETERS, REPAIRED AND RATED.
tal of absentees is enormous.”
i were assaulted on leaving the Chambers and
on its way, not he encumbered with
baggage,
tyTime determined by transit.-#3
a large Police force were
obliged to protect and move on time. Evidently lie is in earnest
d2tawA wtf
Portland. June 23. 19H2.
them to their bouses. Police are now protectand disposed to act on the. new war policy.
“That’s my Wife.”—Two of our citizens,
ing them and their houses.
WANTED.
whom we will cull A. and B., while riding out
WANTED—Convenient tenements for tho
General Order No. 11
Mimtia Election,—Houlton.—The Milleisurely the other day, had their attention ataccommodation of two small families, in
tracted by- three ladies who were walking
itia
in
localities, ami within ten minare organized as follows:
respectable
ARMY
Houlton,
OF
IIEAIMjCARTERS
VIRGINIA, I
utes’walk of the Post Office. Rent uot to
ahead of them; one of them excited the admiFirst Company—11. S. Norcrosa, Captain; I exceed from 8150 to 175
Washington, July 23. (
per annum.
ration of A., who expatiated in w arm terms
Commanders of army corps, divisions, brig- ! Asa Davis, 1st Lieutenant; Joseph Nye 2d,
Address Box 42. Post office, nr
apply at the Countupon her tine form, beautiful ankles and graceRoom of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
ing
ades and detached commands, w ill proceed
John
Hose
4th
do.;
Voliiey Chalmers, 3d, do.,
ful gait. B. acquiesced in ail that A. said in
June
23.
distf
Portland,
immediately to arrest disloyal male citizens I do.
praise of the lady, and became quite interest- w ithin their lines or within reach of their reThe second Company comprising districts
ed in her. When they iiad overtaken the laWanted,
Nos. 3, 5, 7, 8, and 7, chose Adrian Vaudiue
spective stations. Such a< are willing to take
dies and were aide to see their faces, A. was
the oatli of allegiance to the United States,
NUTATION on a Farm for a smart, active boy,
II. C. Mcrriam. 1st Lieut.; C. P.
Captain;
13 years old, who is used to the business.
greatly surprised to hear B. exclaim—“Thun- and will furnish sufficient security for its ob- Burgess 2d do.; \Y. S. Hall. 3d do.; B. B.
For further information inquire at
der, that’s my wife.”—|Pawtuckct Gazette.
servance shall be permitted to remain at their
Logan, 4th do.
326 CONGRESS STREET.
ju!8—2wd

j

"TENEMENTS

IVAREj
PRICES.

PLATED

do.
50 do.
For sale

Souchong

Table

Cutlery,

IVORY, HORN. EBONY AND COCOA
HANDLED KNIVES.

do.

by JOHN LYNCH k CO.

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.
U UNION STREET,

YOU

8. B. WAITE.

Je23—8weod

Ambrotype

or

QUARTERS,

JOHN

Adjutant General**

W.

NOTARY
lx*

\\TILL
t* CORD
commercial

pleased
any

to

Photograph,

To Confectioners!
G. PALMER A CO.

M.

Have just received

LEWIS,

LARGE, NEW

a

& SUPERIOR

-LOT OF-

FLAVORING

MIJYGEIt,
PUBLIC,

EXTRACTS,

To which they wonld direct the attention of

NOTE. EXTEND and REma\ be wanted by the
A share of business is res-

protest that

community.
pectfully requested.

WARE,

Castors, Spoons, Forks, Card
and Cake Baskets,

d3w is

TRASK 6t

Confectioners, Keepers

of Ice Oream

Saloons,

Proprietors of Hotels,

PORTLAND, OFFICE 106 MIDDLE STREET.
ju!17—d3w

And the public in general.

K. J. D. LAKUABEE A CO*

Also,

a

large and variod

assortment of

Manufacturers, Importers, and Wholesale and Re-

Handkerchief Perfumes

"Picture Frames,

Engravings,

INFERIOR TO NONE IN THE WORLD.

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS. Ac.
Manufacturers of
ORNAMENTAL
OILT
For Oil

l’aiutiiigs

and

Country

FRAMES.

Looking

Glasses.

ON

HEAD orarikrs.
Adjutant Gexkkal*i Ornri.

)
j
Augusta, July 17th, 1862.)

GENERAL ORDER No. a.
In consideration of the patriotic action of citiea
and towns in different parts of tho State, in offering
liberallioiinties to their volunteer* under the recent
call for troops for the service of the General Govern-

ment, and in order that such tow'iis and cities may
he relieved wholly or in part from the
obligations
which they have thus voluntarily assumed in this
emergency, and to render the burthens of an enterin
all
which
have
a
common
more
prim1
nearly
part,
equal, the Governor and Commander-In-Chief orders
and directs that the bounty of thirty dollars, heretofore offend for recruits enlisted or hereafter enlisted
in new Regiments, l>e advanced to forty-live dollars
(845); and that of thirty-five dollars to recruits for
old Regiments to tifty-rive dollars ($65); to be paid
before leaving the state, as expressed in General Order No. 20 of the Hftt'enth ipst.
By Order of the Commander-in-Chief.
JOHN L. HoDSDON.
(Signed,)
jullHd&wlw
Adjutant General.

Stove
F.

114 Middle Street,

HAND,

extensive, being of the best manufacture,
Wlusor k Newton’s Oil and Water Colors,
Brushes, Drawing Pajier*. Pencils, (’rayous, Oils aud
Varnish***, Mathematical Instruments, Ac.
Our stock embraces all article* in this line, and is
the largest aud best selected in the State, aud we of-

fer the best inducements to dealers and photograpers,
both as to quality of goods and as to priees.

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

lloiiMe

complete

Stove Company.

assortment

Furnishing Goods,

June

ISTew

Wauled

to

Work,

l'urtlms)1.

a Vessel.
Best of Kefgiven.
Address PORTLAND POST OFFICE,
I
June 24. 1862.
*d4w
BOX 672.

A

MASTER'S Interest in
erences

JR.

j

service in the present war. obtained for Soldiers
ami Sailors, their Widow* and Heirs, from thdl'nited States Government, on application in person or
by letter to

FOR

HARMON,

BRADFORD dr
No. 88 Exchaxok

St., Portlaxd, Maine.

Having devoted nor attention exclusively to the Fen•km tamtam tar the M twenty tear*. and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
promptness and despatch, ami on eery reasonable
terms, making no charge uutil the claim is obtained.
FREEMAN BRADFORD,
IIAKMON.
dAwtf.

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

if

3D rug

Store!
POOR,

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purchased from the Hannibal A St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of laml iu Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for forming and manufacturing purposes,
aud have divided their property iuto lots and farms.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of ff20 each.
Maps, with foil information, can be had by calling on

THE

EDWARD SHAW, A«*m«,

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market afford*, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the coutldenoo
of tin* public.
('HAS. K. CKOSMAM.

je24tf

New England States; is centrally locaIStheand
of
front all tin* routes of

[ted,
[travel.
nt>.

access
easy
It coutaius tin* modern improvcilie r.>mami rv. n OOtVSttolU t•
lort and accommodation of the travelling
The sleeping rooms are large ami well ventilated;
the suits of rooms an* well arranged, ami completely
furnished for families aud large travelling parties,
and the house will coutiuuc to be kept as a first class
Hotel in every respect.

J_J«m

■

public.

LEWI.S RICE,

Boston, January, 1*&2.

June 23.

Proprietor.
d*mis

108 Middle Street. Portlaxd.
dtf

XANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!

THOfl. II. POOR.

AMERICAN HOUSE,
Bdhton, Mam.,
the largest and best arranged Hotel in

1

LONG,

PENSIONS, BOUNTY MONEY,
Back Pay, Ac.,

No. 09 Exchange Street.

CROSMAN &

This article of Vitrified Pipe has been tested in Europe for ages, and is now used in immense' quantities
in Euglaud, ami is fast taking the place of lead and
iron pipe in this country—all sizes from 2 to 12 iuches.

All kinds of Tin and Sheet Iron
JylTtMw Dunk AT SHORT' NOTICE.

23. 1*52.

Z.

THOME*,

Z. K.

dispensary

Drain autl Wafer Pipe,

R. C.

hand.

HAVE

of

-Also, Agent for the-

J\.

of Ova), Gilt, Walnut, Ebony aud
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,

large assortment

taken store, !*•. 7 5 Middle Street.
(Fox Block.) and respectfully invite public attention to their large and well selected stock of

REGISTERS AND VENTILATORS.

Vitrified

Catalogue,

;

B. J. D. LARRABEE & CO.,

STOVES, FURNACES AND RANQES,
A

our

PALMER,

Portland, June 20th.

-DEAI.KU IX-

From the Barstow

Fancy Dry C3-ood.s !
ju!7—dtf

Is very
such as

Portland,

•

;

M. Q.

HOWARD,

Under Lancaster Hall,

LACES. EMBROIDERIES,

Our Assortment of Artists’ Materials

Constantly ou

of

-AND-

A very choice collection of Fine Engravings and
Lithograph**, which we shall lx* happy to show to any

A

Portland,

extensive assortment

an

HOOP SKIRTS, HOSIERY.

who may call.

Will be cheerfully furnished with
which coutaius a complete list.

seen

MILLINERY, WHITE GOODS.

JUST RECEIVED,

"Wareh.ou.se.
A.

Trader* will do well to call at tbeir rooms,

Where may also be

l*ier and Oval Frame*, with French Mirrors; Gilt,
Ebonv and Imitation Rosewood I* antes, both Oval
and Square, for Kugrav ing* and Photographs, at low
prices and warranted satisfactory.

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,

A

-ASD-

GLASS

Market St|viare, li’cl Preble St.
dtf
■July 14th, 1*2.

DEALER IN

M

Crockery Ware, China,

P. F. YARNUM,
Commercial St., head of Widgery’s Wharf.

CONSTANTLY

JEWELRY,

36, Market Sqaare.

Jnne24dtfw3t

^7

PT BANKS.

AND—

com-

Flock.

EXCHANGE STREET.

—

Is

o..

N. B.—Large Ainbrotypcs only Fifteen Cents.

Near Custom House lod Post Office, Portland, Maine,

—

Rtoek in this

DO

STATE OF MAINE.

Squau.

department
complete,
used in the art.
OCRprising every article
MORRISON k t

not fail to call at No. 27 Market Souare. where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satisfaction, at prices which defy competition.

Office.
Auousta, July 16. 1862.
GENERAL ORDERS, No. 21.
Mi'diraj and surgical examinations, for exemptions
from liability to duty of enrolled nu n in the militia,
will not be available therefor, until General Order is
issued iu relation to such examinations, and all disenrolIntents pre\ km* to examinations, under such an
order, are and will be void.
By order of the Comiimnder-iii-Chief.
JOHN L. HODSDON,
tf
Adjutant Geueral.

Deep Gold

Market

Photographic Goods A Chemicals.

Tra*.
,IALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Teas,

je25tf

1.1 >WAKD

of best Extra

-WAJIT THE-

notice.
.loir. Postage Stamp*
and Stamped Envelope* will not be charged at

FROM

On Hand.

Flour.

and after the first of

the Post office.

MORRISON A CO,

supply
A CONSTANT
Leaf, and at low rates at
26

brands White Wheat Southern Illinois
for families and bakers, for sale by

IF

HEAD

Square.

Old Frames Re-Gilt,
RENEWED by

AND

Kyr.

Southern 111.

made and Unis hod to

MORRISON CO..

_

MAINE.

assistant.

article* in her house.
Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher.

Ship Mouldings

Market

LYNCH k CO.

and

‘‘Superior'’

lowest cash prices, In quantities to suit the

For sale bv C. E. CRAM.
dtf
No. 5 Central Wharf.

15th.

je23—3m

Froprietor.

nso fill

AT

trade.
order by

AT LOW

SMITH.
)
MITCHELL, f Recruiting Officers.
WILLIAMS, )
Fortland, July 15,18(52.
dtf

Universal Clothes Wringer has been in nso in
mv family for two months.
It certainly saves much
hard work. It saves Clothes also, for garments that
are getting old and worn are never cracked or torn
by it, as they arc sure to Ik* w hen wrung by hand. 1
therefore cheerfully recommend it a* a valuable fami-

among the most

July

honorably discharged.

STATE OF

Gilt, Rosewood, Black Walnut and
Oak Mouldings.

4000 bush. Heavy Mixed Corn.
100 bush. Northern Rye.

!

The

Lucy Stone.
orange, N. J.. Feb., 1*»I2.
I am most happy to sjK*ak in the
highest terms
very
of the Universal Clothes Wringer. The hardest
part
of “washing day” work is. iu my
opinion, tin-wringing; aud the inventor of this machine mav have the
satisfaction of feeling that he has changed one of the
most toilsome part of woman’s work into a verv attractive amusement. The laundress looks upon it os
a great blessing.
1 could hardly express my approbation of them more highly than by ordering one, in
these hard times, for my daughter. 1 look upon it as

BBLS.

800

CITYj

F. G.
E. M.
J. D

Winthrop House, Boston, March 27, 18»2.
The Metropolitan Universal Clothes Wringer has
been in use iu the Winthrop House some four months.
It has proved a great saving of labor, and wrings the
clothes, from a napkin to a blanket or bed-spread,
much dryer than by hand, and with less injury to the
I. H. Sii.hby,
fabric,

ly

Flour, Com,

ONE MONTH S ADVANCE PAT. miking

6140.
8TJ at the

OOl'ARE or oral—ererr kind railed for. Theoo
1 J
Doing manufactured by ourselves, except those
ueeessaniy imported, we can compete with any market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 28, Market Square,
MORRISON A CO'S.

dtf

By P. F. YARNUM, Commercial Street.
Head of Widgery’s Wharf.
juI2—3wis

Bounty; $2 Premium,

Market Square.

Photographic Frames.

Corn.

Corn.

order by
k CO., 36,

MORRISON

RIVER CORN.
For Sale at Island Pond,
at Bethel,
at South Paris,
at Mechanic Falls,
at Danville Junction,
at Km pi re Road,
at Miuot,

ILLINOIS

IVom 613 to 622 per month.

Or when

ifontL,

Marlboro’
March 27, 1«62.
The Metropolitan Universal Clothes Wringer has
beeu in constant use in the Marlboro Hotel for the
la*t ten months, and gives perfect satisfaction. I have
no Invitation in recommending it to general use in
private families, and as capable of doing a large
amount of work in hotels.
1**0. Allen.

workmanship—made

Ifloln***** and Sugar.
HIID8. Cardenas Molasses,

200 do. Muscavado do.
100 boxes H. B. Sugar,
For sale by JOHN
J«23—3m

?

SEVENTEENTH KEOIMENT,

KECt )M M EN DATIONS.

UT

or

MERCHANDISE.

MEN !

If so, rally at once to the Recruiting Office in FEDERAL STREET, under United States Hotel, w here
Recruits arc wanted to till a Company in the

AND
in all

Gilt Frames.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of
sire
FIR
stylo desired—latest patterns and boat
to

FURNISHING GOODS,

•••Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland, June 23, 18*52.

SAVAGE,
)
MATTOCKS, [ Recruiting Officers.
JAMES M. BROWN,)
Fort land, July 17, 1862.
dtf

with
Gilt finish made

or

order, of any eiie, style or design, of new and
elegant pattern*; also cheap Looking Glaaaea and
platea re-set in old frames, by
MOKKISON fc CO.. 26. Market Squat*.

To all of which attention is especially iuvited.

W. II.
C. I*.

$25

in every town iu the

WITH
Koeewood, Black Walnut

Wasted—a Drummer and Fifer.

Uf'

J. H. COOK.

•o

Fancy

GENTLEMEN S

Ex-

Evergreen Cemetery,

near

Pier and Mantle Mirrors.
Oval, Square or Kliptical frame*,

Of a great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that the market affords—Silk. Satin, Lincu. and Cotton—many rare and unique
styles. Also
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

Re-

war.

holesale and retail at

wanted

at the lowest price.
.Shop on Forest Avenue,
Stevens' Plains.
j< 3h-3m

For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French and German, as well as the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black auil C olored,

Office

change Streets.

No. 107 Federal Street,

Any

acre*

NO. 4 FOX

under the United .States Hotel, where persons can
see the Machine in operation.
CHARLES 11. MITCHELL,
8ole agent for the State of Maine.

GOOD

In his now stock are comprised Fancv Cloths for
Spring Overcoats and Business Suits, Rich Black and

.Street.

Every Wringer that does not give perfect satisfaction. can be returned within thirty days, and niouev
refund mi.

Bargains will be given to those who wiali
to purchase (iravestoues or Monuments of
any
description. Those who will favor me with a call
shall be satisfied that they are
buying a good artiaia

SUMMER SEASONS !

AND

Street.

dtf

GRAVE STONE S.

in New York aud

the requirements of his customers

to

DOESKINS!
160

pulled

Agents

!

$105 !

Plain and

I'nirpmal

Self Adjusting and Adjustable.

recently fniportixl

meet
as

public

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE FKEE !

by

w

of Goods

Exchange

S3

July 19,1862.

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

cruiting

This machine adjusts itself as much a« any other
in use, and still leaves room to adjust to any extra
heavy clothes. Don't be d<*ceived by the cry of “selfadjusting" into buying an inferior machine. No selfadjuster will wring small articles well and admit the
passage of large gurmeiits. It requires more than
any “self-adjusting” spring can perform. The universal wringers an* made under five separate patents.

H. L. DAVIS,

prepared himself bv selections from the New

Ac.

111IIS
indispensable

sale,

BOUWTT, $167

TOTAL ADVANCE,

wonderful in volition has already become an
comfort for housekeepers. In an
ordinary New England family, it w ill pay for itself in
six months,
the saving of the wear and tear of
clothes in washing. It will wring anything, from a
lace collar to the largest bod quilt.
A’girl of twelve
years old can use it without difficulty and the tedious
and severe lalnir of ••wringing” out the clothes, which
has always been the dread of women, and the great
fatigue of “washing day” becomes the easy work of a
few moments. Buttons are never
off. and the
clothes are never torn, however old aud delicate they
may be.

For

Styles

DESTROYING-

cod2w

AUGUST.

and QODEY.

BECKETT,

137. MIDDLE ST..
Has

Officer..

TOTAL

I'plehmtikifl

FOR

ATLANTIC,

Merchant Tailor,

and the

T1TCOMB, Apothecary,

22.

Th<>

in Advance !

Pay

Recruiting

THIS

July

MAGAZINES

4wi«-d

CHANGE OE SEASON !

Pay from 913 to 922 per month, pay and rations
to commence from the date of enlistment. Three
years unless sooner discharged.

is a vegetable production from Persia, and
will be found a most cfft'Ctual destroyer of the
above-niciitioned and other insects. It is not poisonous. and can be used with perfect safety.
For sale by

L. II.

‘I w.iu

MIDDLE STREET.

30.1862.

Boston, to

Roaches, Ants, Moths, Mosquitoes,

room*
II not
before the 16th of
•o'd
that day,
at 11 o clock, A. M.. at
Auction, without
reserve.
Term* very eaay. lor informatlou aonly
lo JOHN RANDALL, on the
promise.
at tl i
•tore or KANUALL fc WOOOBCllY,
Commar.
8
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21. 1862.
dtf

liaai—

our

HARPER,

Powder,

FOR

sold at

ROBINSON,

No. 84

»f

Inweet

story Brick DWELLIXGNo. 8 Gray Street. It ia in
rvpmlv. aiul contain* ten ttniilwd

oi

LEACH &
June

STREET,
j

THETliree
■

91.00 per

$27 Advance Bounty from the
U. S. Government

Bounty Land at the close of the War!

July 22, ISfS.

eod2w

For Sale.

Low Frioes.

WM. C.

URANVILLK M CHASE, I
WM. M. CUSHMAN,

July #, 1862.

8UN UMBRELLAS,

Ac.9 Ac., Ac.

of

OFFICE 168 FORE

AND

Usual

at the Close of the War!

100 Acres of

International Bank.

VELVET RIBBONS,

$20 Additional Bounty to Residents of Portland.

of-

VALE AT THE-

mohair mitts,

$45 Advance Bounty from State!

To residents of Portland having families
week for wife and 60 cents for each child.

Cent. FIto

Twenty Bonds.

$75 Bounty nt Close of the War!

Is/Ean!

Julltdiw

|cr

United States Six

EMBROIDERIES,

Maine

HUDSON, Jr.,

free Street.

GLOVES,

Largest Inducements Tet!

ADVANCE!

With

$75

Bounty

JOHN B.

HOSIERY,

Bounty paid by the Lulled States,
State and City,

IN

to tlic

No. 1,6 Middle Street, nearly
opposite Junction Of

almost cmllnw variety,

In

In addition to the

-Making

Ac.

and he hope, by
diligence and eon•tant attention to business to merit tho
of
patronage
■
the public.

DRESS GOODS,

REOJMENT TO HE RAISED IMMEDIATELY AND RENDEZVOUS AT
PORTLAND !

THE 17th

-A u offer is made of-

a

thorough

Work,

elegant styles,

ever

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

ready and mustered into the United States
Service, within ten days!

lO Dollars to

amt

Scroll

mechanapprenticeship
IcaJ branch of the huaincu.
and several year, study
higher branctiea of the art, have reudered him
to
qualified
execute
every variety of work in the moat

excur-

NOWIN THE FIELD.
To be

long

of

lu the

ME.\

a

A

all kinda

manner
u

Landscape*,

Figure*, Flower*,

Mantillas, Gapes. Short Sacks, and Jockeys,

FORWARD TO THE RESCUE !

to

Higna, Banner*,

—or—

WANTED !
a

Oruamcutai
W1,1;!;,*"
Tainting, ,ucb

Immense Stock

To Let*
A It IS 1 <' K HOUSE on Garden st, eleven
rooms and all other conveniences, all in
good repair.
| Also HOUSE Xo. 11 Brackett Street,
Lcontaining seven or eight rooms all in
good repair.
Inquire at 21 Exchange St., or 31 Winter St.,
dtf
J. F. DAY.
Portland, July 19, 18d2.

To form

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr.,
No. 175 Middle
Street, Portland, Me.,

Have this day marked down their

postponed.

“nun.WORE

Decorative Painting.

84 Middle llrtrl,

The place selected for the I’ic-Xic has never been
visited by the Spiritualists, and is one of the pleasantest on the islands,
A Chowder will be provided for all, but persous
must provide themselves with spoons and dishes.
jyTickets for the Excursion for adults, 25 cents;
children, 15 cents, including chowder; to be bad of
It. I. Hull,
Thus. 1*. Beau,
X. A. Foster.
J. \V. Mansfield,
John Old all,
and on the boat.

.ITS liould the
sion will

MISCELLANEOUS*

GOOD NEWS!!

Thursday, July 24th,

in the Barur Com rout—leave
A. M., and return at such time

bring

to the nearest miliEvery
tary post what arms he can procure. Those
having none will be supplied by the orduance
department. All arms and ammunition not in
the hands of the loyal militia will be seized.
Six days are allowed for every man to report
for enrollment.
Commanders, however, are
allowed to give furloughs to such men as are
needed or cannot be absent from their business
without serious detriment.
Gov. Gamble had previously issued an order
which authorizes the foregoing fertile purpose
of putting down all marauders and defending
peaceable citizens of the State.
All dealers are ordered to file an inventory
of all arms and ammunition on hand, at the
office of the Provost Marshall, which will be
taken possession of by the State in case of
necessity, for the militia called into service to
exterminate guerillas: receipts given for them
and the as mil prices therefor.

"THE

RALLY TO

F1V1K SPIRITUAL ASSOCIATION, with tliclr
1
friends, will make their aunual PIC-NIC EXCURSION to the Elands, on

rilas.

man

DRY GOODS.

_MI LIT A R Y.

Spiritualists' Pic-Nic.

depot

for comfort that

with the cabins we noticed two

MISCELLANEOUS.

St. Louts, July 23.
Gen. Schoeflcld has is -uetl a general order
for the immediate organization of all the able
bodied men for the extermination of guer-

War Matters.
and wounded, and other soldiers who
may have
Nash vn r.E, July 23.
lost the same by tlie casualties of war, under
Gov. Morgan of Indiana, sent 1000 infantry,
such rules and regulations as the
department
cavalry and artillery to Henderson, which armay prescribe during the existence of the prerived there in the morning. Simultaneously
sent rebellion.
In pursuance of the foregoing
regulation, it is ordered, that the Quarto!mas- one of our gunboats went up the river with
considerable
force to protect the Union resiter’s Department shall issue upon the requisident*. Gen. Boyle also sent orders to Col.
tion of the medical officer in charge of
any
Garwin. commanding at Henderson to use vigof sick and wounded soldiers,
hospital or
orous measures to clear the rebels out of the
such regulation clothing necessary to their
healtii and comfort a« may be requisite to readjoining counties.
Gen. Green Clay Smith telegraphs from
place that lost by them by casualties of wqr,
Stanford that lie is still pursuing Morgan.
the necessity of tlie issue tola- certified
the
Iff
Gen. Boyle replies, capture him or drive him
surgeon, and the requisition to be approved by
out of the State.
medical director or medical inspector of the
The dispatch from Cinclnnatti last night,
station, such issue to be gratuitous and not
charged to the soldier. The Quarter Master stating that our cavalry had overtaken MorGen’l will cause blank requisitions to be fur- | gan’s band from Mt. Sterling, etc., were withnished to the officers of the various
hospitals, I out foundation.
The train arrived on time. The venerable
upon their application.
Bishop .1. Soule of the Methodist church was
(Signed) E. M. Stanton, Sec’y of War.
among the passengers. He was semi paralysed
Maj. Gen. Pope has issued orders to the dif- on
the journey hither.
ferent Generals commanding divisions in his
Gen. Smith’s forces have arrived at Somerset
army, corps, requiring them to seize all horses
pursuing Morgan.
and mules in their vicinity, especially in CulMorgan’s forces hail crossed Cumlierland
pepper Co., not absolutely needed by the in- Gap retreating into Tennessee.
habitants of the surrounding country. They
are also directed to seize all stores not absolutelv needed for tile mntnleicitid a. -11
Louisville, Kv., July 23.
tence of the inhabitants.
Yesterday morning trains from Nashville
The female portion of the contrabands renorthward and Louisville southward, met at
cently removed from Capitol'Hill to the late Mitohellsvillc and both returned, owing to the
of
the
McClellan
camp
dragoons, near the sub- report that a thousand rebel cavalry were near
Richmond.
urbs of tills city, are to be made useful in the
capacity of washerwomen in tin- hospitals.
From New Orleans.
A large number of officers from the army of
the Potomac have been found idling alxiut this
New York. July 23.
Steamer Fidton, from New Orleans 10th,
city, and have been sent back to the Peninsula
and made to rejoin their regiments.
arrived to-night.
Steamer C. Vanderbilt arrived
Purser MrMannns reports passed gunboat
to-day with
511 sick and wounded.
Octora and Porter’s mortar fleet off Pilot
There are now 145 prisoners in old Capitol
Town, which would sail for Hampton Roads
Prison.
next day.
A. C. Upliani has Ix-en appointed
The Fulton has 150 lihds. of sugar as cargo.
Judge, to
reside at Cape Town under Seward-Lyons
She also brings the body of Lieut. DeKay.
treaty, for the suppression of tha slave trade.
Among the passengers are Gen. Shcpley. Col.
Government contract for small notes lias
Curteries, ('apt. Capt.Nelson,Lt.Cowan,Capt.
been awarded to National Bank Note Co.
Gould, Lt. Briggs, Lt. Appleton, Lt. Sayford,
According to army orders just published, Capt. Gilbert, Lt. Woodruff. Lt. Peckinan. Lt.
recruits for old regitnenCs will is- paid #:! premAlford. Lt. Wallin, Lt. McAfee, Lt. Hebard,
Lt. Hathaway, Chaplain Brown, Lt. Hayes,
ium, ami for new regiments $2—to be paid
to
either
the person bringing tin* recruit or to
Capt. Palmer, and 400 sick and discharged
the recruit himself. The month’s advance
soldiers from Butler's division.
pay
will ix- paid under such regulations as will be
Private II. L. Miller, Co. I., 8th N. II., died
on the 0th; I). Sawyer, Co. K„ 14th Me„ died
established by the Paymaster Gen'I.
Brig. Gen. Gilmore 1ms been ordered to re- on lKth. and drummer Edwin Kilgore died on
the 23d.—all buried at sea.
port to Gen. McClellan by the direction of the
New Orleans papers contain nothing of imPresident.
The Board to retire disabled army officers,
portance save local items, which go to show
will assemble at Washington on 28th inst.
that the city is unusually healthy, and its police regulations excellently well administered.
From Richmond.
New York Items.
New York, July 23.
Col. Charles, of the Tammany regiment, lias
New York, July 23.
F. E. Smith, Co. C.. 15th Mass., died at Dabeen released by the rebels arid lias arrived
vid's
here. He saw tile iron dad ram and also a
Island last night. He belonged to Clinsmall Iron gunlxiat at Richmond. He gives
ton, Mass., and his mother avers that his death
is attributable more to inattention and want of
a description of the former.
He says the rebel government treat our wounded the same
suitable cart- than front disease. There an- a
as their own.
Rebel officers admit that their
large number of sick anti wounded at the Island who are denied furloughs to go home.
wounded, and ours, were dying so fast that
The steamer Arago, from Hilton Head via
they could not bury them. Col. Charles says
tile working classes of Ridmiond are Union
Fortress Monroe 22d, arrived this evening.
at heart, but the despotism of the government
Among her passengers are Lieut. Gray, 8t1l
Maine, sick, and C. Severance, Collector of
prohibits the discussion of polities except in
the newspapers. The government was disposPort Royal.
ed to view tile execution of Muinford at New
Orleans as murder and make a demand for
Various Matters.
Butler, and in ease ol refusal to hang General
Buffalo, July 23.
McCall.
A thunder storm this forenoon blew down
The Richmond Enquirer of the 19th, says
an elevator, killing one man anti injuring four.
the mortality there is very great among the
Another elevator and house was struck by
wounded Union prisoners. Twenty died on
lightning but not damaged.

and is of about 350 horse power. She has accommodations for 300 passengers, her cabins
modern

From Washington.

Washington. July 23.

of this

tocks.

at Richmond.

Flight of the Guerilla Morgan.

Roberts and Lieut. Col. Merrill, which were
grateftdly acknowledged by the Lieut. Col.,
then

Pope's Policy—General Order.

first

governor of Maine,” and the “Constitution and
the Union,” which were given with that enthusiasm

Washington.

Excitement in Baltimore.

parade, after
very soldierly

dress

a

f rom

Arrival of Gen. Shcplry at I. York.

of 29 men,

ground, the

DAILY PRESS.

homes ami pursue in good faith their accustomed avocations. Those who refuse shall 1 e
conducted to the South, beyond the extreme
pickets of this army, and iie notified that if
found again anywhere within our lines or any
point in the rear, they will be considered spies
and subjected to extreme vigor of military
law. If any person, having taken the oath of
allegiance as above specified, shall be found to
have violated said oath he shall be shot, and
his property seized and applied to the public
use.
All communication with any person
whatever, living within the lines of tig' enemy,
is positively prohibited except through the
military authorities and in the manner specified by military law, and any person concerned
in writing or in carrying letters or messages
in any other way,’will be considered and treated as a spy within the limits of the United
States army.
By command of Maj. Gen. Pope.
Geo. Krooi.ES,
Col. A. A. G. and Chief of Staff.

Just

published,

iu

a

sealed

Euvelope.

price *ix CEXT*.

LECTURE ON THE NATURE. TREATMENT
AND RADICAL CUREot Spermatorrhea or
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Emissions. Sexual
Debility, and Impediment* to Marriage generally.
Nervousness, Consumption, Epilei>sv and I-its; Meiital and Physical Incapacitv, resulting from SelfAbuse, Ac.—By 1MB N. (TI.VEKWELL. M D..
Author of the Green Book, Ac.,

V

*•
A Room to TNosmin4* of Sorter*-rw,”
*ont under seal, in a plain
to any address,
postpaid, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps, by Dr. Cll. J. C. KLINE. 127 Bowkry, New
York. Post Office. Box, 4586
U4mdAw
June 23.

envelope,

_MISCELLANY.

THE

From Arthur’s Home Gazette.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Eyes Open.

Expressly corrected

“Our minister said in his sermon last evesaid Mrs, Beach,tlie wife of a prosperous
wholesale dry goods merchaut on Market
street, as she dusted her mantle of porcelain

ning,”

for the Press to

p bbl.
Ashes, Pot.

Apples, Sliced |> lb.
Apples, Cored p tt>.
Apples, Encored p Ih.
Bread.
Bread, Pilot p 100 lbs.
Bread, Ship
Crackers jmt hbf.
Crackers, p 100.

Now 1 am certain, continued the lady, iu<
she replaced a marble Diana in the centre of
the mantle, I should like to do some good
every day—one feels so much better when they
go to rest at night, ami I’ll just keep my eyes
open ti>-day, and see if I come across any opthat under ordinary circumstances
should let slip.
Half un hour later Mrs. Beach was in the
nursery with the washerwoman, who had come
for the dollies.
I wish Mrs. Simms, said she, a« she heaped
the soled linen into the basket, that you would
Tommy's aprons ready for me by Wednesay; we are going out of town to remain until Saturday, and I shall want a good supply
on hand for such a careless little scamp as he
is.
“Well, I'll try ma’am, said the washerwoman;
I have got behindhand a good deal since Sammy got the whooping cough : but now he is
better I must try to makeup for the lost time.”
“Has he had the whooping cough? Poor little fellow. How old is lie?” questioned the

6

15 ft
14 ft

p lb.
Cheese, New.
Coal—(lb‘tail )
Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal Whiteash.
.Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Fraukliii.
Coffee.
Coffee, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.

Chicago

Mess B<*ef..
Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.

17
15

11 ft
30 ft

Pork, m«*s*.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Produce.
Beef p quarter, p lb.
Fggs. p dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl.
Apples, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkies.

Cordage,

Boltrope,

00

9}
9

8jft
8 25 ft 8
7 00 ft 0
7 00 g 0
7 00 ft 0

50
00
00
00

0

28
23

27ft

22

«

21} ft

Geese.

Veal.
Pickles, p brl.

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
lti Carb. Soda.

Sulphur.
Sal Soda.

Camphor,.

Cream tartar.

Logwood ex.
Magnesia.
Indigo, Manilla, Hue.
Madder.
Rhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.

Camphene.*...
Saltpetre.
Vitriol.

111

1 20

11
15
13

Camwood.

2} ft

00

13 ft

00

4} ft

Cuba.
Sa\an\illa,.

02

Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.

Starch.
Starch, Pearl.
Starch. Potato.
Shot— p 100 lbs.

lift
4} g

Hypernic.
Cam peachy.
Logwood,
44
St. Domingo.

02

ft

l}ft

Extract Logwood.
Nic
Wood.
44
Peach
44

Red Sanders.

4}

Piineuto.
Seed*.
Herds Grass.
Western Clover.
Bed Top.

0o

Linseed.
C»»ary.

28

Oft
00
00

No. 10.
3.
No. 10.
10
oz.
S.
U.
"
12 oz.

Duck,

none
none
none

Fifth.
Fish, Cod larpe p quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish. Haddock, new.
Fish. Hake, new.
Herriug, Pickled, %> bbl.
Shore.

“So it does,” answered Mrs. Beach, her sym-

pathies warmly enlisted. “But never mind,
Joseph; I remember only night before last,

..

Labrador.
Scaled D box.
No. 1.
Mackerel t> bbl.
Bav No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
2
3 (larjje).

my brother said he should want a new errandboy, in a few days for his store, and he'd give
» good one two dollars a week.
Now. I'll see
him toniay, and get the situation for you if
you like.”
Tile ixjy's white face brightened. “Oil! I
should lie so glad of it, Mrs. Beach.”
"And see here, Joseph, Tin going to market, and iterhaps, I can And something nice
for little Mary." The lady retnemliercd that
Joseph's mother, though a poor seamstress,
was a very proud woman, and felt that this
would be a delicate way of presenting her a

«

**

*'

“(medium).

So

Fijrs,

2 00

7 60
6

26
18
8 no
6 60

a

0»

n

a

6 00
4 75
3 75

«

8
0
6
4

n
/»

13
26
00
32
2 25

75
5ft
00
00

Oranjres.
Raisins—
Blue, cask.
Black.
Bunch, box.

Layer.

ti
»
a

none

15
6 00

20
6 50

a
a

none.

8 00
3 2o
3 5o
07

«
n
«

10 00
3 40
3 02
09

«
Date*.
Prunes.
84 a,
Flour—Portland inspection.
4 75 a 5
Flour, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy. 5 Oh « 5
a week!"
Flour, Extra.
6 *2 « 6
Oh! how little Mary's hot fingers closed ov6 <»> a 6
Flour, Family.
Extra
6
60 a 7
Flour,
|
the
Superior.
er
hunches of white grapes, while the sewWestern extras.
5 25 a 5
from
her mother's fingers, as the
ing dropped
6 00 « 5
fancy.
tears ran down her cheeks.
0 25 n 6
superior.
Ohio extra
It was evening, and Mrs. Beach sat in the li6 25 n 6
6 *2 « 6
family.
brary. atisorlicd in some new book, when she
Canada super No. 1.
6 25 n 5
heard her husband's step in the hall. Tbouglt
**
fancy. 6 24 a 6
the morning had been so pleasant, the afterextra.
6 6»» a 7
6 *7 « 7
noon was cloudy, and the day had
superior extra.
gone dowu
4 25 a |
Rye Flour.
in a low, sullen, penetrating rain.
Buckwheat Flour p lb.
02 n
Now, Mrs. Beach loved her husband witli
Corn Meal.
8 60 & 3
the love of a true wile, but he was not a demGrain.
onstrative man. and the first beauty and poe04 &
Kyc.•.
5ft n
try of their married life Imd settled down into
South Yellow Corn.
65 a
a somewhat hare, matter-of fact existence.—
Mixed
14 </
Corn,
But her heart was warm to-night—warm with
Bariev.
tin
the good deeds of the day; and,
Shorts
ton.
0<* a 19
17
|>
remembering
Fine Feed. 22 00 ^24
her resolution ofthe morning she threw dowu
uri nnmour *•
her iiook. and ran down stairs.
Griudstonct, Bough, %> ton. 17 00 *20
Jlenry, near, said the soil voice of the
Grindstone*, Dressed. 30 00 «35
wife, “has the rain wet you at all? Let me
Gunpowder.
take off your coat for you.”
Blasting. 4 10 « 4
“Thank you, Mary; I drtn't believe I am in
Bide and Sporting.
6 50 a 7
but
for
anywise injured,
yon may help me, just
Huy.
the pleasure of it;” and he stood still, while
Hay » net ton. Screwed. 12 60 *14
Hav, Loose. 13 00 a 15
she removed the heavy coat, with all the softnnd Skins.
ness of touch and movement which
belongs to Hide*
Hide*.
Slaughter
6(3)
a woman.
She hung it up, and then the husCalf Skins.
09 a
i«nd drew her to his heart with all the old
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
1 (>0 a \
lover tenderness.
Green Salt.
1 16 a 1
9n
“You are very thoughtful of me, Mary,
Pry.
1
my
Pelts, Green.
75 «
Sheep
he
said.
wife,”
Pelts, Pry.
40 *
Sheep
And there was music in Mrs. Beach’s heart
iiup*.
as site went
up stairs—music set to the words.
First Sort, 1861.
15 @
“Eyes open! eyes open!”
I roll.
Common.
3 '*>
Betined Iron.
A Hasty Marriage Results in Mad31*
Swede.
5\ a
ness.—The Rochester Union says:—On the
Norway.
5}«
8d hist-, two schoolmistresses of Chicago went
Cast Steel.
18
to Beloit. Wis., in
tierman Steel.
t,
company with two gentleEnglish Blis. Steel..
men, to spend the Fourth. The two teachers
8 *>
spring.
in {question have always held a high
position,
Sheet Iron, English.
5\a
and one of them was a peculiarly lively, fasciSheet Iron, Bosnia.
hi a>
Sheet Iron, liussia im’t.
nating. agreeable, and intelligent girl, whose
romantic love of adventure seems pi have
laird.
81 «>
Barrel, f> tb.
served her a bad turn this time. Arrived at
Kegs. \y lb.
82 ct)
Beloit tile quartette spent a very merry Fourth
bralh^r.
of it, ami remained with some friends until the
New \«»rk, light.
19 3)
6th. On the 6th these friends prevailed upon
md. wts.
22 *
a Chicago book-keeper to
heavy.
22j a
marry one of the
44
44
slaughter.
25 *
teachers. Acting under excitement, and little
American Calf Skins.
03 *
aware of what she was
were
made
doing, they
Slaughter Wax leather.
16 {j
one.
They returned to Chicago, aud put up at head.
the Sherman House.
Aniericau Pig, p 100 lb.
7 75 a 8
To quiet the excitement under which the
7 75 « 8
Foreign
Sheet and Pipe.
9 00 41 9
bride was latioring, she sent for some valerieu,
the
Lumber—From
and took a dose gigantic enough to have
yard.
quiClear Pine—No. 1.$*38 00 *00
eted the nerves of a buffalo. The immediate !
No. 2. 34 0<> *no
effect was a violent fever, which was
No. 3. 24 on *00
quickly
followed by iusanity, which developed into a
No. 4. 14 OO *«m
Shipping Lumber. 12 00 « 14
of opposition to her new husband. Her
Spruce. 10 00 *12
insanity increased, and on Monday morning
Hemlock.
8 00 * 10
she attempted to hurl herself from the fourth
Box Shooks, (cash).
45 *
Clapl*oard*. S extra. 13 00 *16
story window of the Sherman House, but was
1*
00
30
*32
rescued hy her attendants before she had ac2 GO * 3
Shingles, Cedar, extra.
44
complished this rash act at self-destruction.—
No. 1.
2 00 « 2
44
Thu* the affair stands at present,
extra pine.
2 60 * 3
awaiting further developments.
Laths, Spruce.
1 15 * 1
lu the meantime, the
Pine.
1 37
1
bride of three days’ moon now obstinately reBed nak Staves. 20 00 m 35
fuses to see tlie groom.
Mol. ilhd Shook* & Heads, city...
2 20 * 2
44
2 2o * 2
Sug. 44
44
do
1 40 * 1
The Soul made Visible.—Every one
country
Country Biff Mol. IIlid. Shooks_
1 25 * 1
knows that in every human face tiiere is an
1 in * 1
Pry Biff.
—

**

44

phase

44

**

44

••

**

...

we

Hoop*.
Hackmetack
Timber, |> tun.

as

me,

Bock land,

60

62j

Molassi**, Cienftigos.
Molasae*, Cuba clayed.
tart.
Molasses,
Molasses, 44 Muscovada,.
Mola*>e', New Orleans.
Portland Syrup.lihds
44

76

16
00
00
on

06 f
19
joi
15
9

5j
18*
12$
84
9
21

24$
24
26
75
17

Oil.
Portland

Kerosene Illuminat’g Oil
Machine.

i

C lari ne.

Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.
44

*'

Summer.
Grand Bank and Bay Chuleur_
Shore.

i

I

Liu*e«>d..
Boiled.

Both of the above named papers will lal*or to
inculcate, in no dictatorial spirit, sound political principles ami to promote the material interests of the
'State, and of the City of Portland as it.* interests
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the
State.
Press will

give

an

earnest, cordial,

and generous

support to the administration of AbraLincoln, who in little more than one year, has

ham

indellibly impressed himself upon the nation's heart
as an incorruptible patriot, an inflexible Chief Magistrate, and an honest man; tlie ability of whose administration is most signally exhibited, not 'only in

ill

121 a
12’»t

12#

12}^

12$

12$

6

75 @ 1 00
76 a 1 00
Oft
45

a
«/

45
40

'«)

36

,r

5n
45
4<»

4

00

n

1 00

75
60
60
43
38

a,

,/

55
4*
43
75

*>

(g 1 60

generally

so

become infected with

ami inasmuch

present

as

it is the

disloyal

a

only party

which at

competent to

conserve the great
prinGovernments, the Press
the organization of that party,
not with a design to foster a mere parti/an spirit, but
in the full coniciousness that it embodies the true
principles upon which our government rests, and affords the only available means of accomplishing such
results as a lofty patriotism imperatively demands.
seems

ciples underlying all
will cordially sustain

free

00

/3)

84$oj

35$

9 75 *10 00
11 5»» *12 00
7 76 & 8 00
31
40
23

a)
(V
a)

26

aj

14

m

33
00
31
00

14$

2 00 A. 2 50
2 50 « 4 00
2 25 xi 2 60
6 00
4 00

@

42

*

n

6 25
5 00

02$«

50
1 00

5j-«)
8*
90

5$

«

9

Sheathing.
4
Exchange.
t Hi London—00 davs.
1 29 ft
laris.*.f 4 37$

00

94

\n

a

94$

a

dis
J dis
i dis
A dis

*

2 dis

1-10
a
«

8
0

1 31J
4 32 {

of 10 jut cent, is levied

on

al

Wax, 8c., Tallow, 2c., per

jior endorse any compromises
rebellion against the laws of the land,
but will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
men

*
*

30

ail trw

democracy—that

the

majority

must govern.
Domestic Slavery, it

poll Tin* exciting quest mu ot
may be proper to say, that while the Pkkhs will
tion no interference with the constitutional or
it will neither

nu n.

constitutes

apologize

the foulest

sanc-

1

3 50
00
00
00
<»0

9$

1

-plank

BTAOK CONNECTIONS.

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. 31., on arrival of train from Portland aud Boston,
for Wiscasset, Dainariscotla, Waldoboro’, Rockland
and Thoinaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, ou arrival of tiain from Portland aud Boston
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and Portland.
B. If. CUSH31 AN,
Manager aud Suj>erintcndcnt.

J

with'composition

BUMMKK ARRANGEMENT.

On and after 3Ioni>ay, 31av 6, 1862,
iPgr^naWtrains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and I* arumigtoii via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portlaud. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunsat

between Portland and Lewis-

BTAGE CONNECTIONS.

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays ami Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
ami Dixtield; returning omvosite dav *.
Stage leaves North Jay for F.ast Dixtield, Dixtield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
Portland and KingHeln, on Wednesdays aud Saturday*. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmiugtou daily, for Strong, Avon

Phillips.

and

Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. KATOX, Sup’t.
Farmington 3!ay 5, 1862.
jum-23dtf

institution which is the

BY THE

an

upon
national character, nor attempt to resist the tide of
events that seems destined to sweep from existence

greatest anomaly
government. The emancipation of slavery in the
federal Capital, the co-operation of the Federal with
the loyal State governments, to secure gradual emancipation. as proposed by President Lincoln, and all
other constitutional measures looking to a peaceful
removal of our greatest “moral, political and social
evil," will find in the Press a generous and hearty
support.
While thus distinctly announcing the general course
proposed for the Press, and intending that, alike in
war and in peace—in our country’s peril and in its
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice, wc
do not lose sight of the fact that true men have honestly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
and, instead of seeking to widen the differences bean

THROUGH TICKETS
Chicago. Cixc ixxati, Cleveland. Detroit,
Toledo, St. I’acl, La Crowe. St. Lons,
New orlkaxh, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

To

ERIE

our

in

a

free

are required by a common patriotconcert, the Press will labor hopefully
to encourage unity of purpose and harmony of act-

be

earnestly devoted

city

interests of the
ment will in

department, the Press will
the advancement of the best
and State. Its L«>cal Depart-

to

be

no cast*

neglected.

Particular atten-

given to the Commercial and Maritime
conductors to make
indis}M>nsahle institution of the State, and a ge-

tion will be
interests.
it

an

It will bo the aim of its

nial and welcome visitor iu every

work-shop,

count-

ing-house. and family circle. The Editors, not unknown to the people of Maine, w ill give their undivided energies to the work before them, and laln»r to
make* such a paper as the city of Portland, the .State
of .Maine, and the exigencies of the times demand—
that shall be

true

to the

popular instincts.

Portland Daily Press is printed with entirely new type, on a sheet as large ns that of any
daily in Maine, and issued every morning, (Sunday* excepted.) at $5 |*er annum. Subscriptions for
less than six mouths, 50 cents p« r month.
The

Press, large, neatly printed,
and well tilled with the news of the week, and original and selected Political. Agricultural. Literary and
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at 91.50 per
year, idvariably iu advance. To any person sending
The Maine State

the

name*

of tin-

tubteribers, cash iu advance,

nrtr

an extra copy w ill be sent gratis.
N. A. Foster.
J. T. Gilman, J N. A. Foster k
J. B. Hall.
)

Pori laud.

Co., Publishers.

May 19, 1802.

The undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
projected in the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
commend the new paper to the hearty support of the

People of

You

can save

office.
June

money

by securiug tickets

23.

in twelve days after the complete erection of the
ttiaeMuerv
The usual condition* of government contract* wiil
tie observed, and payments will be made as the work
progresses, and twenty per cent, retained till the satisfactory completion of the contract.
The bid* must W accompanied by the guaranty required by law. that if the contract is awarded it' will
Ik* duly executed. The Department reserve* the right
to reji-ct any or all ot the proposal* received under
this advertisement, if in its opinion the public intercut requires it.
The proposals must be endorsed
for
Paddle-Wheel Steamers," to distinguish them from
other business letters, and will be addressed to the
“Secretary of the Navy."
Propositions will be n*ceived for similar vessel* of
iron, or of iron aud wood combined. ju!l7 2aw2w

at thin

STEAMBOATS.
Poi'lland aii,l Yew York Steamers.

follows:

Leave Itrowns Wharf. I’ortland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. SI., and leave Pier 9 North Liver, New
York, every .SATURDAY, at 3o’clock. 1*. XI.

I*ropo-a!» for PaddlMVhn'l Steam
Xut-hlnrr) lor Hie lT. S. \avy.

This vessel is fitted up with hue accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Xlaine. Passage £6.00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport aud St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer before 3 P. XL, on the day that siie leaves
I’ortland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY & FOX. Brown'* XVbarf, Portland.
II. B, CROMWELL St CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
June 23,1862.
dtf

NAVY DEPARTMENT will, nntil the »lth
A day of July, receive sealed proposals for the
construction of steam machinery for Paddle Wheel
Steamer*.
Each steamer will have one inclined engine of not
lass than 160 cubic feet displacement of piston
per
stroke; the length of the stroke to be about 8 feet ft
inches. The frame to be of yallow pine, strongly
kne**d. bolted and braced.
There will Ik* a Sew air* surface condenser, in which
the coudensiug surface will Ik* composed of drawn
brass tufa** five eighth* inch outside diameter; tube
and follower* of bra**; total are a of condensing surface 2000 *qu a re feet; capacity of air-pump (considered a* single acting) 25 cubic fret: capacity of circulating pump (considered as single acting) 2o cubic fret;
Inlet aud outlet pipe* to pump* to have a net area of
not less than two-third's of the pump'* pistons; receiving and delivery »al\es of pumps to lia\e a net
area of opening of not less than one aud a half time
the area of the pumii*' pistons; valve stats of brass;
valves of gum.
The cylinder is to have bra-s balance poppet valves
of 17 and 18 inches diameter; valve seats of bra**.—
Steam valve to be arranged with Stevens’ cutoff*
The whole valve g«*ar to be finished and arranged
for working hooked ou hack a* well a* ahead.
The cross-head to be of wrought iron and finished.
The cranks to Ik* of wrought iron, turmil and idaued.
The shaft to be of wrought iron turned. Inc cutboard journal is to be three feet in length.
All cylinder covers, valve-chest and pump bonnets,
with their bolt* and nuts and links aud connecting
rod* to be finished.
A plunger feed pump and bilge pump, of brass, to
l*e provided of 2\ cubic feet capacity; valve* of gum,
to nave a net oiK*ning of twice the' ca|*city of the
pump.
The pumps an* to Ik* worked by wrought iron arms,
turned and planed.and secured
upon a f urnod wrought
iron shaft, which is to be workea from the main crosshead by tiuished links, aud wrought iron lever*, turntil and planed.
The paddle wheel is to la* overhung, to be of
iron, and 26 feet 8 inches in extreme diameter. I'addle- to be twenty-four in number. 8 feet ft
inches long, and 15 inches wide.
There an* to be two Martin boiler*
each other, with fin*-room between, length of boiler 18 feet, width 10 feet 6 inches, lieiglit about 9 feet 8
inches; to contain live furnace* each; the furnace to
be three feet wide; length of gran* 6 feet 6 inches;
total grate surface 196 aqua re feet; total heating surface not less than 5'Mi square feet. Shells, with the
exception of the bottoms, to be of 5-16 inch plate;
bottoms, furnaces, and air-pits of three-eighth inch
plate; to be double riveted and braced for a hydrostatic tost premure of 60 pounds jn-r
-quart* inch.
Each boiler is to have a No. 4 Dimple! blower blowing into the back of tin* ash-pits.
All the detail, finish, quality of material and workmanship to 1m? first-class, proportioned for a w orking
both r pressure of 4*> pouud* per square inch, end
conformable to the s|M*eifications previously printed
ed by the Department for paddle-wheel st<*aiu machithere will also be furnished the tool*, duplinery.
cate
instrument*, kc., required by thoce speci-

(h i;a\ steamship co’s

Mail Line.

ONEofthefollowingtirst-c!a*«.power-

m

ft*1 steamers:

HIBERNIAN, NORTH
N< > R W E(. IA N. .1U R A,
Bull E MIA N, ANt.Lo SAXON. NONA SCOTIAN—will m£] fnMi
nn.i.c9f0tf Saturda\ morning, for Liverpool, via
leave Portland]>er t.rand Trunk Trains
with United State* mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. XL,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
^
V

Tl

HLSHfesKa

Londonderry.

Cassengers

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Cla*s, £30. Tirst Class, *67 to SS2—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets ou Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back. $150.
«
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan St Co., Xlontreal, or to
J. L. FARMER,
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 2d. Utt.
dtf

wrought

Steamship Company.

placed opposite

LE4 IN A RD AXDR EWS,
SAMI EL E SPRING.
NELSON IH.N4.LEY, Jr.,
II. S. STEVENS,
N. A. EAR WELL,
S. P. STRICKLAND,
EUGENE HALE,
R. B. FULLER,
<
h it. woohbury,

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.
Republican
TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

State

Committee.

T. II ARMoN.
E. WOODBURY.

BEN J. KINGSBURY. Jr.,
CLEMENT PHINNEY,

Cumberland Co.

Rep.

Com.

Republican
City Conunitteof
Portland.

On and after April 28. the Steamers -NEW
BRUNSWICK" and
FOREST CITY" will, until further notice, leave P. S. & P. R. R.
wharf, foot ot state Street, as follows:
Steamer “New Brunswick," Capt. E. B. Winchester. will leave for Easteout and St. John every
MONDAY, at 5 o’clock, P. M.
Returning will leave St. John every THURSDAY
MORN I N't., at 8 o’clock, for Easteout. Portland
and Boston.
Steamer “Forest City.” Capt. E. Field, will N*nve
for Easteokt and St.John every THURSDAY at
6 o’clock P. M.
Through tickets are sold bv this line connecting at
EastPort with stage roadies for Mathias, and
with Steamer Queen for Robbinston, Calais, St.
Stephens, and St. Andrews, and at the latter place
over Railway for Canterbury; from thence per
stage coaches for Woodstock and Houlton. winch
is the cheapest and must ex}**ditious way of rcachiug
the Aroostook County.
We also ticket through per Steamers and Railways
for Windsor, Halifax, Dk.by, Fredericton,
Sussex, Moncton, Shediac. Prince Edward
Island, Pictou. North Shore of New Brunswick, Mirimiciu. and Bay dk Chaljbur.
C. C. EATON.
June 23.
dawtf

pieces,

The proposal* will *tate the names of the bidder* in
full, and of their sureties; the gross sunt, covering all
costs ai d claims against the government vv hatevcr oil
account of the machinery, for which they propose to
furnish it in the vessel, complete and
for steaming. di'criminating between the two cases of enacting
it iu the same port and of transporting and erecting
it in another port; and tin* time from date of contract
in which they will guaranty to complete it in the vessel readv for steaming, provided the vessel i* ready to
receive it twenty-one day* earlier if the vessel is at
the same port, and one month earlier if at another
port: if not ready, twenty-one days or one month, according to the case, w ill be allowed for completion
from date of readiness.
The contract will embrace the usual condition*, and
payments will be made iu the usual manner as tlie
w ork progresses.
The
are to Ik* endorsed
Front»*«»/* for
Ptuldte- Wheel Steam Machinery," to distinguish
them from other busiuess letters.
The De|iartnu-iit reserves the right to reject any or
all of the proposals made under this advertisement,
if, in its opinion, the public interest* requires.
No proposal-* will 1m- considered except from proprietors of mariue engine building establishments.

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,

MIDDLE STS.,

Fine

Chemicals,

Pure

Drugs,

ENGLISH, FRENCH

INI) AMERICAN

PERMERY,

AND FANCY GOODS,
APOTHECARIES' GLASS WAKE. FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS. BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, &c.,
-A LUO-

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
-And

T>ye-Stviils,

ki:icom:\i; oil, lako oil,
other articles usually kept in
Faint Establishment.
And all

ly-State Agent for DAVIS A
SETO-ELBCTBH MACHINES.

a

Drug

and

KIDD’S MAGje23—lmdaw

For Nulo.
of the beat Stands in the

Sailing front Liverpool for Boston twice a month, j
ju!14eod3w
Steerage Passage, fy). Also, Agent for New Y ork
and Liverpool Steamships, sailing from New York
every Saturday, and from Liverpool even Wed lies- i
Not ire.
Un\ and railing at Queeustowu, Ireland. Cabin
P: • age, $75. 3d ( lass. $30.
TJROPOSjU.8 will Ik* received til! Thursday. 3 P.
-I M.. July 24th, bv the Committee on Public’PuddS ght Bills of Exchange, for XI Sterling and upings. for building a Double Three Storied It rick
wu.nl, payable at any Bank in Great Britain or IreSchool House on the Winslow lot on Cumberland
land constantly for sale.
Street.
For Passage Certificates, Steamer Tickets, Drafts,
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the Citv
or for further information. Address,
Engineer’s Office, New City Ituilding. Mr. ti. Jrf.
GEO. WARREN. 99 State Street. Boston, Mass.
Harding, architect, will furnish any further information that may bo desired, at his office.
The Committee reserve the right to accept such
proposals as under all circumstance* they shall conHolin’ of ForrcloMure.
sider most favorable for the iuterest of the
or to
fl’IPE is hereby given, that the subscriber, Samuel S. Webster, of Portland, In the County of
Cumberland and State of Maine, claims by mortgage
a certain tract of laud situated in Falmouth, in said
County, bounded, beginning at the most southwestof Royal Leigherly corner of laud now or
ton, thence easterly and northerly bv the same to land
of John W. Freeman, thence easterly by the same to
lam! of Jeremiah Hall, thence southerly and westerlv by the same to laud owned by Jeremiah llobbs, ;
thence northerly and westerly by the same and land
of Philip (.amnion to the county road, thence northerly by said road to the Hot bounds; containing seventeen acres more or less, subject to the right of Jeremiah Hobl»s or his assigns to pass and repassthrough
said premises. Said real estate liaviug been conveyed
in mortgage to Samuel S. Webster ami Micah Sampson by Dependence II. Furbish, by his deed of Auof Deeds for
gust ‘i2. 1855, recorded in the
Cumberland County, in book 263, page 897; which
mortgage was duly assigned by said Mlcah Sampson
to Samuel S. Webster, June 3». 18»>2. as will appear
by the assignment thereof recorded in said Registry,
to all of w hich records reference is to Is? had for a
more particular description. The condition of said
deed of mortgage is broken, ami the subscriber, assignee of saio mortgage, by reason thereof do claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and do hereby notify
all parties interested of my claim to foreclose said
mortgage, on accouut of the breach of the conditions
thereof.
Dated nt Portland this first dav of July, A. I>. I*fi2.
SAM E S. WEBSTER.
juia— w3w*
t

|
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GENUINE MEDICINES.

|

jul8td

Slii|>l>i»K

2,000,000 by
For sale

July

9.

dim

cora-

bF m»n- »«>

o‘

the office from 8 A.
M„ to 1

Greene will be at
r

The office will be open, and coim-etont wmmu i.
pCr'OM in
attendance, from 7 1-2 A. M.. to 8
j,
All e-immunicationa should he directed to it

/■

GREENE, 38 Bromtleld Street, Boston.
Note. Persons wishing to investigate this
of
practice,

with

its

or

method

snperior success, will be furnished

a

pamphlet descriptive of treatment, free hr
addressing It. OBEENE. M. U 38 Bron.tlcld street,
Boston.

WANTED! AGENTS.
mUOSE about to engage in the sale of A cent puckJL ages of -Stationery. Maps, ( harts, or Portraits,
should write to me before engaging elsewhere. RemerntM-r that I am the originator of the 25 cent
package stationery, and also N. E. Agent for 11. II. Lloyd
A t o s celebrated Maps and Charts, and J. C. Butt
re’s
«ne Steel Engraved Portraits. Withal, it
may be
safely said that I have the best assortment of the
most saleable articles for the times that can be
found
Pnrticulars. address B. B.

oriSoi 615 Washington
E?
RL.SshLL.
.Street, Boston.

FOWLE’S PILE AND SUMOR CURE.
THE ONLY

For

SURE

CUBE

BLEEDING, BLIND, and ITCHING PILES

SCROFULA,

LEPROSY,

SALT

M

AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
One bottl© warranted to cure every case of Piles: two

bottles in all other case* of the above disease*- if uot
dealer* are requested to reAind the
money in ©very
Only live bottles in a thousand returned, and
those were confirmed Fistula. Hundreds of
letters
and cerfiticates are now iu the
proprietor s possession,
which can be seen on
application. Send for ( ire alar
Prepared by HENRY !> FOWLS, t hemtot, 71
I mice street. Boston,
s
1 everywhere.
tertiflcates with each bottle.

care.

Jane

23. 1342.

wSwl

FAIRBANKS

__

PREMIUM STANDARD
SCALES.

experience

These Scales are still manufactured
\on/tf bv the original inventors, who
an* constantly adding such real and
valuable improvement a as their long
and skill saggent.

VARIETY:

A COMPLETE

Hay, Coal. Railroad. Platform. Counter, Drug,
gist’s, and Butcher's Scales; Reams. Weights, ke.,

as

for sale at

Warcbouse,

our

1W Milk Strict,
(Thorndike Building,) Corner of Batterymarch St.,
BO0TOM.

Sold in Portland by Emmet k Waterhouse.

White’s Patent Alarm
A

CERTAIN

Money Drawer.

TKtITF.CTION AGAINST
THIEVES.

Sold >1 Fa rbask’r Scale Warxuocie. 118
Milk Strkki Bostox, by
FAIRBANKS k BROWN.

HENItY J ONES,
DEALER IK

SHIP TIMBER AND PLANE
HACK MET AC

KNEES, LOCUST TREEa gem-mi variety
Ship Stork.

NAILS. ami
of

Cargoes of Oak Timlier and Blank fnrniabed to order.
'J2 State St., Boeton. Wharf 180 Border S«.. E. Bo.ton.

FAIRBANKS A BEARD,
WHOLE.A LK DEALER IK

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, 80DA,
AND MINERAL WATER,
Howard Athjmeum Building, Howard St.,
BOSTON.
DRAUGHT ALE AND PORTER.

BI R?iETT’8

KALL1BTON,

ft'ash for the Complexion has no equai. It Is
distinguished for its cooling and soothing properties,
and is admirably adapted to all unnatural conditions
of the skin; removing Tan, Sunburn, Freckles, Redness and Roughness of the skin, kc.,
curing Chapped
Hands, and allaying the irritation caused by the bites
of Mosquitoes, and other annoying insects. Prepared by Joseph Burnett k Co.. Boston, and for sale by
As

a

all dealers.

PR KM ATI'RE LOSS
Which is

so common

THE HAIR,

OF

now-a-days,

may be

entirely

Burnett’s CocoainI. It
has been used in thousands of cases where the hair
was coming out in hand fulls, and has never failed to
arrest its decay, and to promote a healthy and vigorous growth.
It is at the same rime unrivalled at a
dressing for the hair. A single application will reaprorated by the

der it soft and

Joseph

of

use

glossy

Burnett k

for several

days. Prepared by

Co., Boston, and for sale by al

dealers.

NEW
CORNER

STORE.

PAINT

OF

WATER

AND

CONGRESS ST.,

BOSTON.

AmIkicI
Formerly

Wheeler, Ajr’t,

in Union Street.

Manufacturer and Deal-

*

in

er

TAINTS OILS, VARNISHES.
And Pninters’ Supplies

Generally, Binpie Drags, Sponges, Gums,
AXD—

SUPERIOR

GLUES.

ttuanh

Mll’.LER.

ofi*-

No. 90 Commerciml Street.

W

W.

MACHINE CUT files.
THE

WHIPPLE

FILE MANUFACTURING CO.
Are now ready to supply every description of their
Machine Cut Files, warranted superior to all othin use.

ers

OFFICE AND SALESROOM:

NO.

34 K1LBV

(Successor

to

City,

FAMILY

THOMAS, Chairman.

P. J. Forristall and Mills &

Established for Ilk1 sale of
Forristall,

MOURNING DRESS

GLIDDLY A WILLI AMIS*
-LINE FROM-

/Qkm

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,
STATIONERY, TOYS, kc.,

Boston to San Francisco.

OFFICE. 114 STATE STREET. BOSTON.
All goods received and ft»rward«*d free of charge hr
FIRST CLASS (’LlITER SHITS, sailing prompt*
Iv on their advertised day*. The ouly real prompt
line of ship* from the Atlautic Torts.

30 Federal and 106 Congress Streets,
BANFIELD.

8. 8. WILLIAMS.

w6w4

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

ADDISON W.

JAMES

liontOll.

.V

Forristall

can

place.
wly

be found at the above

June 23.

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXKC l-TKH

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

OAK

AND HAOKMETACX SHIP TIMBER,
White Tine Timber for

Card &

POPE,

\Vhol<*ale and Untail IValt-r* in
WHITE

P. J.

GOODS,

And Millinery Exclusively.

ENGLISH. FRENCH AND GERMAN,

28 and

Store,

20 WINTER ST.. BOSTON,

IMPORTER AND DEALER IX

FANCY

STREET,

(Corner of Central.) Boston.

A. W. BANFIELD,

Book,

lluanls.
N. J.

thtm

°r

personal attention
“
°*“- ur

Mourning

Registry

for the retail
with

Land.
For particulars appiv to
H. lv. II1.MyLEV, 122 Cumberland Street.
din
July 11,1862.

the lease of the

reject si) pro|K>sals ottered.

|
]

formerly

city
ONE
Grocery and Fro vision Business, together

which

proposals

TO

THAYER & WARREN
Proprietor of the

DKAI.EIt IN

nc s
"

ebar™

ready

Geo. Warren,
SUCCESSOR

JUNCTION OF FREE &

of l>r. lim

—

Jr** A M ERIC AN.

by

part of the country with full

i>iIcated'disea^eJ*

rpiIK

a\1 ontheal

Weekly

successfully

“Proposal*

The splendid and fast Steamship
“CHESAPEAKE.” Captain SIDNEY
Crowell, will until further notice run
as

|

may be sent to any
directions.

or

dawtf

May. 1802.

DANIEL ELLIOT,
LUKE BRoWN,
4). 4». COOK,
EDWARD L. PICKARD,
JOHN T. HULL,
CHARELS If OSGOOD,
HENRY L. l’AIXE,
HENRY P. LORD,
JAMES DOUGHTY,
4>REX RING.
WILLIAM GRAY,
JOHN M SI EVENS,
AUG. F. GKRISH,
FRANCIS E PRAY,
WM H. PLUMMER.

rate*

VT. D. LITTLE. Agent,
Office 31 Exchange Street.

International

Maine.

provided with

tyiiekeu sold in I'ortland at lowuat Boaton

by

Day, Pres’t. Rev. P. Mason, Vice Pres’t.
Greene, M. D., Superintending Physician.
This Institution was established for th© cor© of Dis©a*e, upon tli© principles of innocent
medication, entirely discarding the us© of Poisonous Drugs.
Many diseas©*, such as Scrofula, Humors of tho
Blood, Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Heart
Complaint, Rheumatism,
tm*!e Complaints, and a
great variety of ordinary
Diseases antreated
Median©
R.

The bidders need only send a drawing, showing the
shape of one half the vessel, having the requisite displaccmeut. as both ends are alike, and, if they think
a plain model of the same.
proper,
The proposal* must state tl»e price for which they
will agree to have the vessel ready to receive the machinery and launch her, for the (>eriods ot fourteen,
sixteen, eighteen and twenty weeks, respectively, the
vessel to Ik* fully completed in fortv davs thereafter,

Niagara Kalla.

ThU road i« broad guaob and is
New and Splendid Sleeping ( ate

tween those who

ion among all loyal men.
Aside from its political

aid

Rev. N.

navy.

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, IH.ikikk.

Via

jj

yellow

jum-23dtf

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

legal

for

blot

HIDES k
HOPS.—10

bbl*22

gn a 0 33
75
33
1 60 « 1 65
62 *
64
68 *
60
17 00 *18 00
16 00 * 17 00
93 *
95
99
97

SKINS.—10 p cent, ad val.
p ceut.
IRON.—Pig and Scrap, 96; Bar. rolled or hammered, 916; Railroad 912; Boiler £20 p ton; Sheet
925 p ton.
LEATHER—80 p cent.
LEAD.—Pig lie p th.
LIME.—10 p cent, ad val.
molasses.—6c p gal.
NAILS.—Cut lc, Wrought 2c, Assorted 3c p Ib.
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
20 p cent, ad val.; Sp. Tu riven tine 10 cents p gal.
OAKUM—Free.
and other Fish oils, of For(01L.—Sperm, Whale,
eign Fisheries; Neats foot. Linseed, llcinpseed and
KapesmL 20 per cent; Oliv e in casks. Palm, Seal, ami
Cocoauut 10, Olive Salad 30 per cent, ad val.
PAINTS.—White Lead, dry or ground in Oil and
Red Lead, 2 l-2e per Il>: Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
21-2c p Ib; Prussian BluelOc—Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20— Spanish Brown,
dry, 20; in oil, 30 p cent, ad val—Yellow and other
Ochres, 35c per 100 tbs—Paris White, drv, 35c, in oil,
91 85; Whiting 25c p 100 lbs.
PLASTER—Free.
PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
and Hams 2c—Butter and Cheese 4c p lb.
Kl( K —lc p It.
SALT.—In bulk 12c, and in bags 18c p 100 lbs.
STARCH.—20 p ceut.
SOAP.—30 p cent.
SPICES.—(linger Root, 3c; Ground Ginger, 5c.—
Pepper and Pimento, tic.—(’loves, 8c; Cassia, 10c.—
Cassia Buds, 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace and Nutmegs, 25c p Ib.
SEEDS.—Linseed. 10c P bus; Canary, 10 p ceut.
Other kinds free.
SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Melado aud Concentrated Molaases, 2U* p tb; above
No. 12, not retined, 3c; retined, 5c p ft.; when tinctured or colored, 8c.
TEAS —20c p If.
T<»BA( CO.—Leaves unmanufactured, 25; all other
kinds 3d p cent, ad val.
TIN.—In pigs, free; Plates. 10 P cent, ad val.
TWINE.—30 p cent.
WOOL.—Coasting 18c p Ib and under, 5 p cent;
under 24c p tb, 3c; over 24c p lb, 9c p Ib.
ZINC.—In blocks or pigs, lc; in sheets, ljc p Ib.—
Manufacturers of, 80 p cent, ad val.

both rabbets on
a line 7 feet 6 inches above the lower
edge of rabbet
of the keel,to be 236 feet; the extreme breadth 35
feet, and the depth of hold from throat of floor timber to lower side of deck
12 feet. The displacement to a line* 7 feet 6 inches above the lower
edge of
rabbet of bottom plank to be 39,560 cubic feet. The
si/e of the principal materials are to be a* follows,
other parts Iteiug in due proportion as iu naval vessels of this class: Keel of w hite oak, 14
by 6$ inches,
inch copper bolts; stem of
scarph fastened w ith
white oak, sided 10 incites, and properly secured in
openings tor rudder and to keel
knee; frame of white oak, white chestnut, and hackmetack; timber and room 24. 26 and 28 incite*;
floor timber sided 7 to 6 inches; futtoek* 0 to 5
inches; top timbers 5 inches; moulded in thioat
13 inches, in bilge 9 inches, at head 5] inches.—
Timber of frame close together.
Space between
frames level with throat of floor, tilled in w ith white
pine. Main keelsou of white oak. 13 bv 16 inches,
fastened with two copper bolts in each frame of inch.
Bilge keelson of white oak or
pine, fastened
w ith copper liolta g inch in diameter under
engine
frame and boilers: the remainder with iron. Breast
hooks of w hite oak. sided 7 j inches
Diagonal braces
in two tiers 31 by J inch amid*hi|>s and 3 by 7-16 towards the ends ; the upper strap 31 bv
inch. Bilge
strakes of oak or yellow pine,4j inches thick. 6 strakes
of 9 inches wide on each side. Ceiling three inches.
( lamps of white oak 4 inches thick, three strakes 12
inches, bolted edgewise. Berth deck beam- of white
nine, sided 6) moulded 5 inches, the four longest
beams to have lodge knees. Berth deck plank white
pine, nnper deck beams of vellow pine or white oak,
sided 11 to 10 inches, moulded 9 inches in tin* middle
amt 8 inches at the end. One hanging knee at each
end of each beam, and lodge and Ian knees between
*
the Iteam.-. Hanging knees sided
inches, the remaining knees 6 inches. Waterways and thick strakes
of yellow pine or oak, jogged over l**ain-. and fastened with J inch iron. Deck plank of vellow pine 4
inches, if oak, 3J inches thick. Spirketting of white
oak, in thickness 3 inches. (>aiboard strakes of white
oak, 4} inches thick. Bottom plank of white oak. 8)
incher thick. Wales of white oak, 4 inches thick ; in
width, 7J inches: square fastened, the bottom with
three trecuail* and one composition spike; the garhoard strakes with two copper bolts ami two treenails; the wales, above tin* copper fastening, with J
inch iron bolts and iron spikes; butt bolt* in diameter, 4 inch. Copper fastening to extend up to 8 feet
4 inches altovc the lower <*dge of rabbet of keel. The
bottom sheathed with 24 ounce
copper to 7 feet 9 inches above the rabbet of the keel.
The wheels will be
the
made
as
short fore and aft as
guards
overhung,
practicable, and the wheel-house built in the usual
w av.
The bulwarks to be of 6*16 plate Iron. The
builders of the vessel w ill make the wood-frame for
the inclined engines, securing it with wood knee* and
to the keelsons, and will do all the wood work necessary in placing the machinery. The cabin, wardroom, steerage ami between decks, the holds, bolts,
steering-wheel, pumps, scuppers. capstans, hammock
rail, caulking, joiners, plumbing, painting, and the
other detail, as far a* the contract stipulates to cover,
is to be complied in accordance with the usages of the

8.45 A. M. train tor Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath aud Augusta.

11.45 A. 31.
Freight trains daily
ton.

actually engaged

by the (iovernent.
TheUmgth of the vessel, including

Monday Morning aud Saturday Evening Traint.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.30 A. M., and
Bath at 0.30 A. M.. for Portland, connecting with the

in

(•RAIN—Corn and Oats 10c; Rve and Barley 15c;
and Wheat 20c iht bush.
From Br. Provinces, free.
(»RIN DSD >N ES.—Rough—Free.
GUNPOWDER.—30 p cent, ad val, per cask of 25

on

no

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at l.OOP. M.,
at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road; aud at Augusta with
the Somerset A Kennebec Railroad for Waterville,
Kendall's .Mills aud Skowhcgan, and at Kendall's
Mills with the Penobscot A Kennebec Road lor PittsHeld, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

It will neither seek

ism to act in
3^

Farmington.
connecting

wick

OFFICE 38 BRUMFIELD ST., BOSTON.

construction of vessels,
for the construction of the hull of a double-bowed
•idc-wheel gunboat, with rudder at each end. protected by the steins; the masts, rigging, sails tor fore-andaft schooner rig. and awnings; four t>oats. with all
their fittings and
equipment* complete; tank* for
3000 gallon* of water, with the necessary casks, breakThe vessel completed in every reer*, bucket*. &c.
spect with all the fitting* for sea service, except ordnance, anchors and cables, furniture, cooking utensils, instrument*, and stores, which will be furnished
ers

Augu-iu lor Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with tin- Androscoggin
Railroad lor Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

Augusta. April, 18G2.

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

Builtling Sidr-Hlirrl

NAVY DEI'ARTMENT will, until the frith
THE
day ol July, receive propositions from ship-buildin the

April 14//#, 1802.
Passenger trains w ill leave daily, (Sunexcepted) a- follows:

the matchless

tbs.

00
on
no
no
00
00
00
50
00
00

28

@

large, well-filled, carefully edited, and neatly
printed weekly paper, iutended specially for general
circulation throughout the State.
a

Politically, the

for

BOSTON ADYKKTISEMENTS.

Gunboats.

Commenced

ad val.

00
00
25

33
27
25

fi

114

Epsom Suita, htortw FUh BiMnr, 8mmm Arrow
Root, blue or white Vitml, Ginsqiig. 26 |w*r cent.—
Copperas, 25c p 100 Ib.—Bleaching Powders. 30c p
It") ids —Alum and Sago, 50c p 100 lhs.—Retined Borax, chromate and bichromate
Potash, Sugar of
Lead ami Argols. 3c l* tb.—Opium, 91 p Ib.—Balsams and
30
Sulphate Quinine,
y cent.—Alum, Sal
Soda and Soda Ash lc p It-*.—Bl Carb Soda. ( austic
Soda. Liquorice Root, lc p tb. and ground do 2c p
If). Liquorice Paste, 5c p Ib.— Retined < atnphor
and Cream Tartar, tic p Ib.—Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Emetic, Roclielle Salts, Gum Copal, and others gums
or resinous substances used for same purtsws as Gum
Copal, 10c p Ib.—Roll Brimstone, 96 p ton.—Oil
Cloves, 7‘K- p Ib.—Morphine, SI p os.—Alcohol, 40c
P gal.—All other descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
Root, leptb.
DYI. WOODS.—Free.
Dl’t K.—25 p cent, ud val.
FEATHERS —30 p ceut. ad val.
FISH.—Per 100 Ib foreign caught; Herring 91;
Mackerel £2; Salmon 93; and all other pickled in
brls. SI 5(» p brl.—otherwise 50c ]>er 100 tbs. From
I*rov inces fret*.
FRUIT.—Lemons, Oranges, Bananas and Plantains 20 p cent, ud val.—Almonds 4c, and shelled do,
tic per lb—Nuts and Dates, 2c p lb—Currants. Figs,
Plums, Prunes and Raisins, 5c p lb—Citron 30 p

Oakum.

Oakum, American.

10J

and ail others used for medicinal punmw- or tine
arts,) Aloes, As*af<rtida, Ammonia. Cantharidcs,
Gamboge, Ipecac, Jalap. Jumpr Berries, Manna.
Quicksilver, Rhubarb, Sarsaparilla. Sponges, Verdigris. Vanilla Beaus, 10 per cent, ad val.—Hydriodate
and Prussiate potash, Peruvian Bark, 15 per cent, act
val.—Citric Acid, Castor Oil, Cuhcbs, Essential Oils,

6
10
70
25
00
90
70

*)

10 00 * 12
6 On * 7
8 on * 0
1 90 «, 2

gj

8$r$

COAL.—(Retail.) From Br. Provinces, free, other
foreign Bituminous 91; all other kinds 50c per ton.
COFFEE.—6c per lb.
< ORDAGE.—'Tarred 2ic p lb.
Manila 2c p tb, all
other 3c p lb.
am»
DRUGS
DYES.—IVr Ib. Acids,(nitric, oxalic,

\ 111111 Store*.

Isr.
Pitch.
Bo*in.
Turpentine p gal.

8 ^

CHEESE.—4c p lb.

00
00

Is

one

duty

telegraph.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

rights of loyal

89

Souchong.

1U;KAI>.-3ii per cent.
BUTTER.—4 p cent.
< AN
DLLS.—Sperm and
lb.

38
25

and

evil which

none
none

imported direct from the place oi
growth or production.
ASIIES.—10 per cent., ad val.

00
00

28
On

37$*

42
23
21
21
70
80
20
15

"J
8J

Hyson.

An additional
merchandise not

95
55
03
(J5
(12
00
00

70

20
3

40 rd>
22 a)
20 a>
2ft in
65 «
76
18
14 uj

RATES OF DUTIES.

Nail*.

<'*»•-k.

16

2 00 a 2 12]
7* a
8
3 00 a 3 25
2 50 a 0 00
3 00 & 3 25

Baltimore.
st. Louis.
Cincinnati.

76
50
00
25
5m
24

65^
*

{§

Philadelphia.

60

The Portland Daily Press is intended to be
enterprising, vigorous and lire Daily Morning
Paper, containing the latest and fullest news by mail

with

Bremen, rix dollar.
New York—at sight.

25
50

Moln **«*»•

|

14
8

*

50

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.

have

4;

Pigs and slabs.
Sheet Mosul maun.

25
76
2n
02
00
25
25
65
85
20
20 (si *22 00
8 00 ,*10 00

cask.

9 50

Zinc.

0ft
60
00
25

Lime.
J.i

9 00

Domestic.
Pelts.

■

*'

2}

2}aj

Wool.

104

Times,

spirit,

6|

5A7g

Young Hyson.
Oolong.

••

of ttie Batii

and

61
61

20

6j4

Hemp
I udia.
Varnish.
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
Damnr Varnish.
Wood.
Hard, retail.
son,

OILMAN, recently

Proposals

BO MM KR ARRANGEMENT.

7J

64

none

•*

12
35
2 50

JOHN T.

_PROPOSALS.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

BY

6*

45

2 60
2 75
2 12io) 2 87A
2 12} 4 2 37}

T wine.
Cotton Sail.
Max
Hail ing.

30

*/

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS:

operations of our army and navy, but
in the unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities are
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to exhibit and defend sound Republican principles, and,
inasmuch as political organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as ,the Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its
enemies that its designs and tendencies were sectional. and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast
in its devotion to the Union while other organizations

H'»ugh.

Straits, cash.
Plates—
Char. I. C.
LX.
Coke.

10

n

7

^

6]<g

Tin.
Hanca, cash.

none

7 50

1 62
6
15
8
17
11
6
60

6Js)
40

11 n’
Ma

Tobacco.
5's and Id's best brands.
6‘s and 10’a medium.
5's and 10‘s common.
half fwls. best brands.
half inis, medium good.
half pds. common.
Natural Leaf, mis.
Fancy, in Foil.

none

22 w,
15 ih

12]

«

Yellow.
Sugar,
Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
in bond
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar,
Sugar, Coffee Crushed.
Sugar, Crushed
Sugar, tiranulated.
Sugar, l’owdeied.
Tallow.
American refined.
Tea,
Tea,
Tea.
Tea,

2 50

«

7A

m

Tcn».

50 Cac- 4 <10
37 •• 2 75
25 a 2 50
25 a 1 50
12 & 1 374

common.

Elemc.
Iiomoim, bx.

grapes, and

3
2
2
1
1

55
45

"(small).

Fruit.
Almonds—Jordan f> lb
Soft shell.
Shelled.
Currant*.
Citron.
Wil. Pea Nuts.

gift

50 tv
25 o)

7j

%

2\<l

*•

none

Frnthrm*
Feathers, Live Geeae %> lt>
Feathers, Russia.

76
00
50
00
ft)
50
00
ft)
7

12 <v.
7 M
12 w
9 in
4 \nj
6 60 ^ 8

••

No.
Navy, Superior,
"
Tent

5
12
1 37

A A.

sugar,

00

68 g)
44 «,

1 55
6 60

7 a}

Sugar, Portland A.

2J

^

"

auunr.

Duck*

Duck, Ravens.
Duck, Portland. No. 3.

@ 1 65

6]ry

Mace.
Nutmegs.

02
06
00

ft
2} ft
(>3 ft

3 00
3 00

14 00 n!4
a 13
14 00 a 14
15 ft) a 16
14 00 n 14
18 00 q 13
14 50 a 15
11 00 </11

Pepper,...

4}
3}

02

Sapan
(Quercitron Bark.

ic

12 60

Ginger,(Africa).

12

8] ft
93} ft

44

a

RAILROADS.

OP THE

an

1 60
1 60
6 00

S«*ap, I .eat he & Gore's. Trow bridge
& Smith’s Kxtra No. 1 p lb.
Soap. Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap. Faglc No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile.
Soap, Crane's.
S pice*.
< assia
p lb.
Cloves.
(linger, (Race).

1J

li ft

50
50
ft)
60

Son |».

2}

g

Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)-

Salt. Liverpool,.
Salt, Cadiz.

ft 1 80

03 ft
04
15 ft
25
17 ft
40
22 «
25
4 aj
4}
0
6} ft
6 (ft
0
8 (ft
4
1 25 ft 1 80
86 ft
4*1
10} a 12
25 ft
33
1 00 ft 1 50
l«i ft
00
1 25 ft 1 30
70 (ft
75
85 s
87
1 85 .ft 1 90
10 ft
20
12 ft 00

Bar wood.
Brazil Wood.

Red

7
2
2
8
8

00 @ 8 75
00 (eg
75
25 @ 8 50

Salt.
Salt, Turk’s

PROSPECTUS

EDITED

0
ft
8
8

Snlcrnlu*.
Salcratus p lb.

13}

101ft
14}ft
12} ft

4

Rum.

Dye wood a.

••

none

Bicep lb.

22}

11 ft
13 ft

American.

80
00
70
12

3] cl

Bum, Portland distilled.

Cemeat—per bid.
Druga and l)ye*.

Fustic.

75 @
1 50 a 1
1 65 qj 1
1 05 p 1

Rice.

none.

Russia.
Manilla.

do.

11}

9ft

Cordage. Russia.
Cordage, Manilla.

now.”

it
be,
were, “the soul made visible.” Where minds
live in the region of pure thoughts and happy
emotions, the felicities and sanctities of the
inner temple shine out through the mortal tenement, and play over it like lambent flame.—
The incense makes the whole altar sweet; and
we can understand what the
poet means when
he says that
“beauty tmrn of murmuring sound
Shall pass into her face."
On the other hand, no man can live a gormandizing, sordid or licentious life, ami still wear
a countenance hallowed and sanctified with a
halo of peace and joy. Around such great
manufacturing towns as Birmingham in England, or Pittsjjmrg in this country, where bituminous coal is used, you will find the roses in
tlie flower-beds, and the strawberries and
grapes on the vines, blackened and defiled bv
a foul deposit from a thousand
chimneys.—
Thus do obscene, profane and irreverent "men
scatter their grime and stench upon the innocence and beauty around them, but most
deeply and foully upon themselves.

Hard.
Ground.
Provision*.

3 oo a 3 37}
2 76 ft 8 00

Coffee. Rio
Coffee. Mocha.

Cordage.

“He was three last April, ma’am.”
And Tom is four, mused the lady. “Look
here. Mrs. Siintns, won’t you just o|>en the lower drawer of that bureau, and take out those
four green worsted dresses in the corner?
Tom’s outgrown them, you see. since last winter, hut they are almost a“ good as new. Now,
il you want them for little Sammy, they’ll do
nicely without altering I think."
“Want them. Mrs. Beach!” answered the
washerwoman, willi tears starting into her
dim eyes—I haven’t any words to thank you
or to tell you what a treasure they’ll be. Why,
they will keep the little fellow as warm as toast
all winter.”
“Well, I'll place them on top of the clothes,”
said the lady, smiling to herself as she thought
“my eyes have been open once to-day.”
Not long afterwards Mrs. Beach was on her
way to market, (for she was a notable housekeeper.) when she met a boy who had lived a
short time in her family the year before, to do
errands, wait 011 the dixir, Ac. He was a
bright, good-hearted, merry-faced boy, and
had been a great favorite with the family, and
Mrs. Beach had become interested in him; but
this morning she was in quite a hurry, and
would have passed the child with a cordial lint
nany, now arc you, jocepn, my uoy r uo
come and see us,” had it not struck her that
Joseph’s face did not hear its usual happy expression. She paused as the memory of last
night's sermon flashed through her mind, and
she asked, “Is anything the matter with you,
Joseph? You do not look as happy as you
used to.’’
The boy looked up for a moment, with a
half-doubting, half-conllding expression into
the lady's face; the latter triumphed. “Mr.
Andersou’s moved out of tow n, tie said, pushing back his worn, but neatly brushed cap
from his hair; ‘‘so I’ve lost ray plaee, ami
little Mary's sick, and makes it very bad just

which

Per ton Soft.

3 00 ft 3 12}

Cheeae.
Cheese, Vermont

lady.

to

Bed Lead.
Plnatrr.

Candlea.

Set

seems

Litharge.

us.

Candles, Mould p lb.
Candles. Sperm.

"

Borhelle, Yellow.
Fug. Von. Ked.

7
0
3

4 75 ft 6 00
3 75 •• 4 00
8 25 ft 8 60
35 ft
40

Family p ft>.

Beans, Marrow p bush.
Beans, l’ea.
Beans, Blue Pod.

rortunities

“expression,”

French Zinc,
American Zinc,

5 50

00 ft
6 ft

6ft
2ft

Butter, Store..
Ben

f>J

ft

Butter.
Butter,

OniwiM-per bbl.
do Bermuda p lb.
Paint*.
Portland Lead,in oil,.
Lewis Lead.
Boston Lead,

23.

6ft

Apples.
Apples, (Jreen p bbl. $4

oppressed.

she found some delicious pears and
a nice chicken to make a broth for
Mary, who, she learned, was ill with a fever,
before she proceeded to do her own marketing.
But it was a pity the lady did not see Joseph
as lie sprang into the chamber where little Mary lay w earily moaning on her bed, and her
mother sat busily stitching in one corner, and
held up the. chicken and the fruit, crying.
“Good news I good news! I’ve got ail these
nice tilings for Mary, and a plaee at two dollars

July

A«hr«.
Ashes Pearl

and marble on Monday morning, that “he who
wanted to be good must be on the constant
look out for opportunities; that God dors not
And our work and bring it ready Htted and
prepared to our hands, but spreads the world
before us, and we are to walk through it as
Christ, and the apostles did. with eyes open,
looking for the sick and suffering, poor and

immaterial something,
impalpable,
call
which

Lard Oil.
Olive Oil.
Cantor Oil.
Neatst'oot Oil.

MARKETS._

__

tories.

Wharves, Bridges and FacFloorings on hand and

Also Southern Tiuc

worked to order.

92 State Street, (uf stairs.)
corner of E and First St*., Boston.

Timber l>oeks

